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Thinking Globall~, Living Locall~!
As I write this letter, it is early August, and summer
is in full swing. Backyard gardens are showing promising harvests of fruits and vegetables. At the youth farm
where I volunteer on Saturdays there is an abundant
supply of vegetables and berries. And, the variety of
crops at our local Saturday Market
is simply amazing!

From the Editor

In autumn many cultures celebrate harvest festivals.
Celebrations like the Asian Harvest Moon Festival,
the Canadian and North American Thanksgivings, the
Indian Diwali, and even Halloween have some aspects
of honoring the bounty of nature and season's harvest.

Naturally, I am wondering
why must supermarkets sell crops
transported from a thousand miles
away, especially at a time of the
year when there are ~ons of fresh,
local, organic vegetables and fruits.
Doesn't transporting foods over
long distances waste precious fuel?

Unless we all reduce our fossil
fuel use and change the high energy
lifestyle by shifting to solar energy
and other renewable resources, we
will not make a dent in the grave
danger of global warming. This also
means a reliance on local foods and
products whenever possible.
Often we put our trust in one
energy resource, one leader, one
party, one school of thought, one
solution. Our world-human societies, countries, economies, nature
and ecology-is far too complex
for that. No wonder they say, "Don't
put all your eggs in one basket."
Diversity, of approaches, crops, cultures, ideas, thoughts, is what we
need for long-term sustainability.

We also know that produce
trucked from far away places is
picked before it's ripe as it must
sit in transit for days. So, it lacks in
freshness and flavor. Yet, many of
us consume fruits that are not in
season, even when there are plenty
of local fruits and berries available.True, those juicy mangos, ripe
bananas, tangy guavas and kiwis and
Art: Amy Chace, New York.
Talking about diversity, rather
many other mouth-watering tropithan selecting only one or two wincal fruits surely appear inviting in the glaring lights of
ners, we honor ten youth with our awards (featured
supermarkets. However, they do not taste as good as
in this issue) based on their creative, quality work.
local, fresWy-picked, tree-ripe fruits.
We always go for a diversity of
There are many conexpressions and thoughts
cerned groups around the
that promote wholesomeThe
2008
Youth
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world promoting ecologiness in our world. Dive
cal, healthy living and local
into the diversity offered
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economies that include bioby our contributors in the
* Amina M. Blyden, 11, Washington
regional or local products.
following pages.
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The Aprovecho Research
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* Na'au SGhool Stuclents, Honolulu, Hawai'i
The Music of Hawai'i Nei

I'm Japanese, Hawaiian, Chinese & Okinawan

Words are the music of Hawai'i Nei.
The verbs are ipu or gourds, setting the beat
and creating the actions making the sound
of the oli or chant flow.

I am a Japanese-American boy who found
my way through video games,
manga, and hot steaming bowls of saimin,
also the many quotes and wise words
of martial arts instructors and my sensei.
And though the tales of samurai and bandits
are locked in history,
we read about how they met their ends.

The nouns are the 'ukulele
making the melody
and blending the song of "Aloha 'Oe."
The adjectives are the pahu or Hawaiian drums
putting the rhythm in the song
making the oli come alive.
The kuma hula or dance teacher beats the ipu
and begins the song.
Soon the 'olapa of hula dancers
join in and the oli flows like the waters
of the Seven Sacred Pools on the island of Maui.
They all have their own parts that they must play
with the 'alohi or brilliance.
Noone can make a mistake.
Every movement is crucial.
Then the halau starts to crescendocoming to the climax,
the h'alau chanting
with strong harmony.

0

Hawai'i.

-Marcus Shinbo, 15, explains, "Hula wasformerly
banned from Hawaiian culture, however, hula is now
coming back as a vital part if our state's culture. "

*

I am a Chinese-American boy who played
Chinese checkers and read great stories
of epic battles of bandits and empires, and the stories
of massive greedy dragons who met sticky ends.
These stories show how greed
can destroy us all.
I am an Okinawan boy who enjoys festivals and andagi.
A great sakura tree's blossoms shine, soothing petals
in gentle caressing winds.
I am a Japanese, Hawaiian, Chinese,
and Okinawan boy who has learned
great stories, morals and wise sayings,
I have felt the great hospitality of people
and their cultures that have all been passed down to me.

The oli ends with triumphant, ancient,
words of closure:
He inoa no na mele

I am a Hawaiian-American boy with love for legends
and moral lessons from my kupuna.
The greatest thing I know about my Hawaiian culture
is never forget your roots.

-John Iwamoto, 17, writes, "My cultures meld
together in Hawai'i because each of the ethnic groups
that make up who I am had worked as contract workers
for the sugar cane plantations since the 1870s. These
groups formed a tolerant and multiracial community. "

On the Cover: Nul-rreeh-Gee

When I was little, my mom told me how she did nul-tyeeh-gee for fun as most of the games we play
today didn't exist then. It resembles the modern see-saw, using balance to create a game. Wearing a hanbok, she'd do nul-tyeeh-gee for recreation on special holidays, such as the Fall Harvest or Spring Day in
Korea. As women were not allowed outside of the house at that time, nul-tyeeh-gee was a way for women
to be outside of their homes. Eventually, it turned into a game. I think this is a very interesting activity,
quite different from watching television or playing computer games of today. It used the simple idea of
balance to create something exciting at a time when there were no malls or electricity. With this artwork,
I wanted to share this traditional game with people of many cultures from around the world.
-Stella TIl, 14, Korean Chinese American, Illinois.
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* Na'au School Stuclents, Honolulu, Hawai'i
The Lucky One Million Dollar Frog

Crying Salty Tears

I was born in 1996. Month of February.
Year of the Rat. Month of Pisces.

For I will consider
the Green Sea Turtle
and his fellow turtle friends.
For they are endangered reptiles.

I've always wanted to make an origami lucky frog
so my grandma Kazue can win one million dollars
when she gambles, but I never got the directions right,
so my frog turned out to be a messed-up dollar.

He is the beauty
of the bubbly sea.

I've tried relaxing in the onsen baths
of volcano water, however, I turned red as a crab.

He tells stories
of Hawai'i by the markings
on his mosaic shell.

I've never seen a sumo wrestler,
but I've thought of how I would feel
if one stepped on my toe.

He chants
for the gods and goddesses
of the ocean.

At ten, I wondered
how scorpions on a stick tasted,
Probably crunchy.

He bathes
in the silky sun on the sleek
sand of Makapu'u Beach.

I'm still hoping to revisit the lands of my ancestors
so that I can take a token of remembrance
from where they grew up.

He glides
over rainbow-colored coral
in the glossy, deep azure sea.
He crunches
on emerald algae.

-Diane Low, 12.

In the Scorching Sun
What shall I tell you about my life? I remember
living in an orphanage in Phnom Phen. Life was hard
growing up in a place where your bed was a towel
wrapped up like a hammock. I remember a nanny
picked me up and carried me outside under the hot
blazing sun to a man and woman. Sometimes, I wish I
could meet my real birth-parents. I do not remember
them. Sometimes, I think about my sister in Cambodia
who is four years older than me. I keep hoping that I
would get to meet her. I always dream that we would
live together in Hawai'i and play together all the time.
When I see her again, I will run up to her and hug her.

He cries salty tears
when he gets trapped
in the fisherman's nets.

Garden of Peace
Peace of a voice,
voice of the night,
night of the galaxy,
galaxy of rain,
rain of freedom,
freedom of the ocean,
ocean of thoughts,
thoughts of a child,
child of the kingdom,
kingdom of secrets,
secrets of the garden.

-KaUee Nihipali, 8.
He is heartbroken
when he sees his beautiful home
being polluted by slippery oil and sharp cans.

He may disappear and never return
to the jeweled sea that he loves so dearly.
-Kristen Timabe, 13.
See back coverfor five art collages by Na'au students.

What shall I tell you about my life? My living in
Cambodia in an orphanage under the blazing sun, my
life of trying to remember my sister and Mom, my days
of going to the wonderful school, or my days of practicing hula at my house in Makaha? For now, I know
I will continue to study very hard so I can get into
Punahou and end up with a good education so that I
can become a teacher who teaches at Wai'alae School.
-Malia Brooks, 10.
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-Kylie Shimono, 7.

-Charles Zhou, 14.
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Global Warming. Climate Change and Birds of Florida

Since I began birding at the age of six, I
have seen the dramatic
influences of climate
change. I live on the
Florida Peninsula, one
of the first places to
bear the brunt of global warming and other
environmental damages
in the United States.
.The bird populations
are an excellent way to
see whether trouble is
brewing, and it certainly is.
On a recent visit to Corkscrew Swamp
Sanctuary on the west coast of Florida, I had
noticed that water was scarce. Rain patterns had
been strange lately: huge downpours alternate
with long and difficult periods of drought. Hungry
water birds gang up on the few fish that remain in
the marsh.
The water trouble is a small problem compared
to the lack of migratory birds South Florida is now
experiencing. Only a few years ago, spring and
fall consisted of a miscellany of birds, their songs
audible in practically every corner of the state.
Now, however, even the formerly abundant YellowRumped Warblers are scarce. This year's spring
migration consisted of only a few Palm Warblers;
and even they were not present in the droves the peninsula once accommodated.

tities of "extra" water from Lake Okeechobee
were dumped into the much purer waters of the
Everglades, supposedly to avoid a flooding scenario
similar to the one started by Hurricane Katrina.
The migratory birds rely on Florida as a crucial area to stop and refuel before the long oceanic
journey to Central or South America. The rapid
human takeover of the area poses serious problems
for them. Millions of birds are killed by bumping
into cell towers and other devices that they have
had no time to adapt
to. Others cannot find
the resources that once
existed in the state and
do not have the energy
reserves to keep them
going over the ocean.
Migrating species may adapt to the
climate and simply fly
over Florida without
refreshment, or change
their routes if they have
enough time to evolve.
But non-migratory
birds are trapped in a
continuum of housing developments and other
human extravagances. This has led to enormous
declines in their populations and serious worries
about even the most seemingly secure species.

The populations of local
wetlands are dwindling, possibly because of mass desertions by the birds. Even the
majestic Great Blue Heron
cannot be seen nearly as
often anymore, despite continually good habitats for
their breeding endeavors.
The Everglades itself were
put at risk when huge quanPage 6

The rapidly changing
climate has affected the bird
(as well as other animal)
populations. There can be
little doubt that measures
must be taken to protect this
critical habitat. The birds of
Florida, whether residential
or briefly stopping by, play
a great part in the world's
environment. Humankind
must make room for them.

-Photos and text by Mel
Goss} 13, Florida.
Skipping Stones
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* LIFE IN HOPE OF FREEDOM ~~"lf:-.('
Smita wrote this story about her grandfather's childhood in India under the 150 year-long British rule. She
interviewed him extensively during her recent visit to India.

I woke up to the milkman's energy-packed screaming, trying to sell his milk. I didn't feel like waking up,
but my father would get mad at me if I didn't. It was
just another day for me. Every day we heard on the
radio about riots, protests and boycotts. Although we
lived in a small village, things still went according to the
way the British wanted them to be. Being a boy of ten,
I was always full of enthusiasm for new things. I got up,
took a quick shower and dressed in my school uniform,
which consisted of khaki shorts, a shirt, a tie and a nice
pair of shoes. I made my hair perfect by combing it and
putting in a little bit of coconut oil, and went to eat my
breakfast of parathas (buttery bread) and a glass of milk.

"Dhanesh! Chalo, school ke liye late ho jao ge!" my
mother called out to me.

"Aa raha hoo," I said. On my way out, my mother
handed me my tiffen, which had roti, sahji, daal, and
rice. I attended the Hindi Medium Village School
that was just a few blocks away from home. I walked
to school every day; it was fun. The warm, bright sun
shone on me.
When I reached school, I went to my English class,
where we were learning cursive writing. This was probably my favorite subject because I thought it was really
interesting. One day I wanted to become a teacher and
be the boss of all the little kids.
"Get out your homework, class," ordered my teacher. Good thing I had done my homework, otherwise I
would have been smacked on my knuckles, and everyone would have heard the ruler hitting my little bones.
Or, she could have made me hold my ears and make
me go up and down in front of the whole class. When
I had to do that, my face would turn tomato red.
Next, we had Math, and then our other classes.
During lunch, we looked at what each of our
mothers had packed us. "Jere paas kya hein?" I'd ask
my friends. We traded our food so we could have some
variety. This was always the fun part.
After school, we went to a shakha, a place where
we played, had meetings and discussed political affairs.
It was in the middle of the village, so everyone could
come to it. We learned about what was happening all
Sept. - Oct. 2008

over the world, what was happening in the war, who
was winning and every other detail about the war. We
heard all about the British and how Queen Elizabeth's
rule was getting stronger, but how we fought back! I
thought it was very exciting to hear about everything
that happened outside of our village. Even though I did
not understand a few things, I listened attentively.
I then decided that I should head home to start
my homework, so I could play the rest of the time, eat
dinner and go to bed. This was what I did every day,
except for on the weekends, which were a lot more
fun, as we got to discuss our feelings on the British rule.
I woke up once again to the milkman's yelling, and
his cow's mooing, but today it was Saturday, and we
would go to the shakha again. There, we made posters
against the British on how we did not like their rule,
and that we had a right for our freedom, and they had
no right at all on our land. Even though I was only
ten, I still had a strong love for my country, and felt like
making a difference for India and its people. I was sure
that every single Indian soul craved to do something
to help. I felt like shouting out to the world and letting the British know what I felt. A strong fire of hatred
raged inside me against the Brits.
However, I strongly agreed with Gandhiji's nonviolent approach to freedom. He went to jail, went on
hunger strikes, led many marches against the British
and risked his life by going into war peacefully; it was
all so amazing. He was the bravest man I had ever seen,
and he had a great many followers taking his path of
Satyagraha (nonviolence).
I felt that we were slowly climbing the steps to our
freedom, that soon we would reach our destination,
and that joyful day would come. It was June of 1947.
As each day passed, the light of our independence grew
brighter and brighter. I knew we would get out of this
dark cave and come out to the dazzling sun ...
Then, it was the 14th of August 1947. We felt the
light shining on us-the nonviolent protests led by
Mahatma Gandhi were working, and the British were
being compelled to hand us our freedom. I knew that
the British rule had weakened and the freedom fighters' power strengthened, and soon we would be set free.
I slept that day with a fresh hope of independence, and
I awaited its arrival.
More on next page
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Multicultural Understanding:

The Key to Peace & Harmony on Earth

ulticultural ~nderstanding is something
that the entIre world should work on.
Whether we try to make our religions, cultures,
languages and ethnicities compatible or not, may
very well determine the happiness of our future
generations.

That's why I'm not confused to have two cultures thriving in me. I'm multicultural. I am happy
to speak two languages; I'm bilingual. It is wonderful to have two home countries. I'm an international citizen. I am proud of both countries, can
defend both, but I also see their flaws and mistakes.

There are many large-scale commitments to
multicultural understanding, like the UNESCO,
for example. There are also many local, small-scale
ways to achieve this, and I believe that I am one
such embodiment of multicultural understanding.

Multicultural understanding is like a pyramid.
I am one of the stones at the bottom. More people need to accept that in a global and shrinking
world, religions, cultures, languages and ethnicities
are going to be constantly confronting each other,
as they are inside of me. Were more people not
only to accept that fact, but also to embrace it, the
foundation for overall multicultural understanding
would be complete.

M

My entire life, I have enjoyed a privilege not
many people can call their own. I am two in one,
American and German. The question, however,
is whether I am both, melted into one, or if two
identities coexist inside of me, with one sporadically dominating over the other, forever locked in
an internal battle.
My parents met in Ireland, married in the
United States and now live with my three siblings
and I, in Germany. What does that make me?
When I am asked which country I consider
home, I gallantly reply. "Germany is my father
country and America my mother country." When
asked which language I prefer, I politely say that
"English is my mother tongue and German is my
father tongue."
I really can't say which country I like better
because both countries mean different things to
me. I have other feelings, experiences and impressions than anyone else has of my homes and I don't
want to disappoint anyone. Maybe that's why when
I'm in Germany, I constantly rave about the United
States and when in America, I brag about Germany.
Not a very diplomatic move, but that's the way I
keep a kind of loyalty for the other country that's
alive in me.
So the answer to my dual identity's existence
would have to be that they live together in harmony. They have blended beautifully. I don't think just
in German or in English. Neither my mind nor my
heart makes a distinction. My soul, my being, is the
product of multicultural understanding at its best.
Page 8

Only when we work on ourselves every day,
and only if we are willing to give up a part of our
identity to gain much more in return, will the
world be truly prepared to realize the dream shared
by most of humanity: Peace and Harmony on Earth.
-Katie Grosser, 17, ourfrequent contributor, Germany.

LIFE IN HOPE... continuedJrom

the last page

"India ko abadi milegi! Angregee hamare desh se jaa
rahe hainf Bharat jinda badhf" I woke up on the 15th of
August and looked out the window. A large crowd of
people of all ages were shouting that India was free! I
could not believe what I had just heard; it was all too
much to take in at once. This was the news every ear
wanted to hear. The smiles on their faces were the biggest I had ever seen. It was the greatest scene in my life.

That day was a glorious day. It was the moment
the whole of India had been waiting for. We felt an
indescribable feeling of happiness and pride. My every
thought was full ofjoy, every breath was a sigh of relief,
every heartbeat was a celebration of delight. I felt like
screaming at the top of my lungs that India was free!!
-Smita jain, 12, Illinois. She
adds: "Both oj my parents are Indian.
I speak, read and write Hindi. My religion is jainism, in which we are vegetarian and believe in non-violence. I enjoy
plaing soccer and basketball. I also love
math, art, reading and writing. "

Skipping Stones
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Spiritual Salon

T

he ancient Sanskrit danced across the page
of a yellowed prayer book. Marks of a
foreign language sprinkled throughout. "Om jaya
jagadeesha harey, Swaami jaya jagadeesha harey, Bhakta
janon key sankata, daas janon key sankata ... " Heads
bowed, paying homage to the many gods, each
devotee is asking for tomorrow's problems to be
solved. With my own head bent in an observed
respect, I could sneak but a few glances at my
praying father-his ebony locks framing a worn
face. Somewhere in the ranks behind me sat my
fair mother; her complexion illuminated amongst
the sea of cocoa (her head bent in a different type
of prayer). While the pandit's mantra reverberated
in my father's ears, a different god echoed in my
mother's. My own filled with an unnerving silence.
I allowed my feet to carry me to the kneeling
leader who was systematically tying the symbolic
strings of Hinduism around each wrist, the vibrant
red a reminder of the rich culture. Though years
of repetition taught me the method of prayer, the
traditions were lost in translation. Right or left?
The pandit's grave glance told me that my right
hand should have been replaced with my left.
Red burned my face, but I fell silently back into
the crowd, disapproval sweeping me into the dissonance of spirituality. The intoxicating aroma of
incense flowed through the air in small wisps, diffusing throughout the room. Each wisp ferried my
thoughts to a different world of belief.

more a contented peace than the deceptive eye of a
storm. Initially struck with the fear of a Sisyphean
cycle, of no way out, the discord of my beliefs condensed into a uniform idea. A realization: the only
view of the outside is, in a liberating way, my own
skewed vision.
-Kashi Goyal, 17, Ohio. Kashi
adds: "Growing up in the midst <if masala
and MacDonald~ leaves my background
unique and rarely duplicated. My father
originates from India, a region immersed
in tradition and culture; my mother reigns
from a military background that gave her
homes everywhere from Germany to Hawaii. As for my sister
and I, our home and culture is a blur that falls somewhere in
the middle. On holidays our time is split between church and
the temple and our cultural identity is equally as confused.
"In my short expose on my undefined religion, my goal
was to allow others to view religion in a less rigid sense.
Religion in a mixed background has evolved into less if a doctrine than guidelines. "

* Color
There are many colors in the world
black and white, blue and green
and then there are others in between
but what do they all mean?
red sparks like fire
blue is serene
black is the shadow
and white is clean
purple is royal
those colors are fine
but I love what brown means
brown means me and my family
our struggles and triumphs
our heartache and happiness
and our depths and our meanings
that is what color means to me.

My mind transpired to the hard wooden pews
of Martin Luther's creation. Covering the windows,
stained glass depicted Christ's last hours, a model of
Christian behavior. While others openly professed
their religion, doubt clouded my understanding.
Could Lord Shiva and Jesus' disciples be members
of the same. great spiritual salon-did they agree to
disagree?
I was reminded oflast Christmas, marked by the
annual trip to church by my father. He sat uncomfortably in a suit, filling the customs but standing
out none the less. It was my mother's turn to pray
deeply as my father fell into the background, and
the same eerie silence rang throughout the rafters.
It was all motion, but no emotions; songs, but no
meaning; reading, but no understanding. It was no
Sept. - Oct. 2008

-Amina M. Blyden, 11,African-American, Washington. She adds, "I like horseback riding, tae-kwon-do,
fashion, sewing, track, basketball, volleyball and skateboarding. I love to write poetry, stories, and I'm working
on a novel. I want to be an equestrian, pro skateboarder
and fashion designer. "
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* The Best of All Worlds: Multicultural Teens
ore and more people in the world are beginning to "step out of the box" and define for
themselves what part of the world they would prefer
to live in and what community fits them best. A great
example of an international community is the town
in which I currently live, Panajachel, Guatemala. Here,
people from all over the world gather and interact
with one another, while at the same time imbuing
Panajachel with different cultural perspectives.

M

Today, it is very common to hear the term "second
culture" or "third culture" kids. When a child's parents
come from the same country, but the child is raised in a
foreign culture, he/she is referred to as a second culture
kid. If the child's parents come from different countries, and a child is raised in yet another culture, he/she
would be identified as a third culture kid. In my case,
my father is Haitian while my mother is American,
and I have been raised in a Mayan Indian culture in
Guatemala. This would make me a third culture kid.
Being a second or third-culture child has many
advantages. Numerous children living in the United
States, for example, have never had the opportunity to
leave their small towns and be exposed to the rest of
the world. On the other hand, multicultural children
have developed good cross-cultural skills; they have a
greater ability to understand and to appreciate different
cultures than someone who is confined to only one. At
a young age, they're inclined to develop language skills
in order to communicate with others. They also have
broader options in terms of education: their parent's
knowledge of different regions of the world enables
them to consider pursuing higher education outside
of Guatemala-in Europe, the US. or other Latin
American countries. These children are often presented
with more professional opportunities. The afore-mentioned skills are greatly appreciated and are very appealing to international organizations and other companies
that seek multilingual and well-traveled people.
Although I am an American citizen, I have spent
most of my life living in Latin America (the Dominican
Republic, Costa Rica, Venezuela, and Guatemala),
Trinidad and Tobago, New Zealand and Spain. I was
born in Connecticut, but Guatemala is my home.
I love the community to which I belong. Panajachel
is a small town of 10,000 people. It is situated in
the Mayan highlands of Guatemala in the shadow of
three volcanoes. Twelve villages, all named after saints,
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ring Lake Atitlan; the local languages are Spanish,
Kaqchiquel, Quiche and Tzutujil. I attend a small school
of about 80 students with Russian, German, Austrian,
Irish, Guatemalan and American teachers.
Since most of my friends are Guatemalan, I have
been exposed to the sad reality of their lives. Some have
parents who are undocumented workers in the US. and
they have been left behind with their grandparents or
other family members. Though they go to school with
the money that's sent back, they live with uncertainty.
When will their parents return? Will they ever? Some
had their homes washed away when Hurricane Stan
ravaged the area two years ago, and they are still unable
to rebuild.
As an American, I'm often seen as "wealthy" or
"superior" to everyone else.Yet, despite all the problems
and poverty, I still appreciate Guatemala and treasure
the friendships that I've made. Here, I have learned the
true meaning of empathy for those who have much less
than I and yet are still able to be happy and have hope
for the future.
I would not have learned this had it not been for
my mother. She not only brought me to Guatemala
in the first place, but has also been a powerful example
and a role model for me. My mother was in one of the
first classes of women at Yale. Her work as a professor
of Latin American studies was later followed by several positions with the UN. peace missions in Haiti
and Guatemala and now works with UNICEF. Had
it not been for her, I would never have known what
it was like to live in a Third World country, or what
poverty really meant! She has instilled in me principles
of equality, human rights and non-discrimination that
have shaped who I am and how I perceive the world.
I seek to follow a career in the UN. and specialize in
international human rights law.
Multicultural children are a
growing trend in the world due
to increased mobilization and
globalization. These children
get "the best of all worlds." I
consider myself extremely lucky
to have been exposed to these
wonderful experiences and give
thanks everyday for what I have and who I am.
-Alicia Robinson, 17, Guatemala. She'll attend Stanford.
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* My Quest: Searching for My Greek Soul

B

efore the release of the movie 300, in my
opinion, being Greek-American was not considered 'cool' in the way other cultural ancestries were.
Most of the kids I knew were of English, Irish or,
maybe, German descent. Some classmates had ancestors
that fought in the Revolutionary War. Recent negative
media portrayal coupled with a number of personal
experiences had led me to feel inferior for being of
Greek descent while growing up. I confided my feelings of shame to my mother. She told me that being of
Greek descent was a privilege in which I should take
pride and shared many reasons why. Knowing that I
had to find my own peace with who I was, she encouraged me to explore my ancestry to find out who I was.
One of the main reasons I was ashamed of my
Greek ancestry was because of some common misconceptions about the Greek people. For example, one of
the main characters in a popular series of books (The
Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants by Ann Brashares,
Random House) was Greek-American, and the author
revealed her beliefs about Greeks by attributing certain ostensible prejudices, preferences, and habits to the
character's family that were not necessarily typical of
the average Greek-American family. Another example
of predisposed beliefs about Greeks in American culture
was found in a movie that was popular several years
ago. The screenwriters make the Greek family in the
film appear unusual and quirky. For instance, the father
of the main character was obsessed with wiping his
face down with a window cleaner in an effort to clear
up his acne and other ailments. The film also expressed
opinions other people have of Greeks in a scene where
several girls make fun of the main character for eating
Greek food.

complete a sheet of questions regarding our national
origin, religion, etc. In an effort to conceal my background and avoid comments and ridicule, I claimed
Irish ancestry.
The first phase of my quest consisted of talking to
my family. I found myself engrossed as my grandmothers recounted their parents' stories. I imagined their
experiences-the excitement and apprehension of
embarking on a boat destined to dock at Ellis Island
thirty days later. I was horrified to hear the description
of conditions in the lower section of the boat where the
steerage class boarded. The fact that they didn't speak
English and had no family or friends to welcome them
to America made me marvel at their courage. One
of my great-grandfathers came to America with only
twenty-eight dollars in his pocket. Hearing about the
difficult beginnings that my ancestors endured in order
to provide their children with a better future inspired
me. I was touched by the amazing faith they displayed
in making the choice to venture to this country. As I
contemplated all that they endured and all that they
accomplished, I felt the strength of generations before
me. I decided that I would express my gratitude for the
opportunities they gave me by trying to be more selfless, brave and graceful in the face of hardship. I vowed
to remember the strength they had when confronting
bias and ridicule when I encountered it.
My mother was able to tell me a little about Greek
history. Greece was one of the world's first civilizations and the birthplace of democracy. Great minds
throughout the centuries studied the works of the
ancient Greeks and were inspired by them. They were
responsible for many intellectual advances in the areas
of science, math and philosophy. I learned that many
of the brilliant Roman ideas were adopted from the
Greeks, and that Greek mythology is still read and
enjoyed today. My mother confided in me the details of
her own pilgrimage when she first visited Greece as a
young woman.

I learned how my great-grandparents were cheated
because they were not educated or knowledgeable
about American ways. I heard how my grandparents
were referred to in derogatory terms when they were
young. I felt particularly hurt and ashamed when I
discovered that my father's cousin changed his ethAs I listened to her, I realized that being Greek is
nic name to a more Anglo-American sounding name something I could truly be proud of. The next step in
because he believed he could not pursue a career in , my quest was learning to accept myself with my Greek
television broadcasting if he kept his given surname. culture. This was probably the most difficult and probThis discovery made me want to hide my heritage, and ably the most time consuming part of my entire quest.
I was grateful that my name did not reveal my secret. However, I was aware that I would never be proud
In sixth grade, my geography teacher asked the class to of my culture until I could accept it. Realizing that I
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Continued from the last page

could not change my heritage, I slowly learned to
come to terms with it. Curious people tend to ask
me a lot of questions about Greek culture when
they discover my background. I used to answer these
questions guardedly and with reservation. However,
after learning to accept my culture, I was finally able
to talk freely. I also learned that there were still going
to be some aspects of Greek life that I would continue to find strange, especially because I am Greek
Orthodox, such as celebrating Easter a number of
weeks after it is celebrated in other churches. I came
to recognize that not everything in life is completely
uniform, nor does it need to be. I also acknowledged
that there always would be some areas of my culture
with which I would never become completely comfortable. At the time, I was going through the process
of peeling the many layers of my mis-understanding
of my heritage, I certainly did not know I was on a
quest that I would later find memorable. I now realize that my quest for pride was not only enlightening
but also necessary. Prior to my journey of enlightenment, I stumbled blindly through the dark, unsure
of what to believe about my own culture. As a result
of my quest, I learned to think and find answers for
myself instead of allowing the opinions of others to
define me. Those answers are now a part of me that I
accept and appreciate.

-Alexandra Stephens, 15,
Georgia. She says: "I have always
been an avid reader. I started journaling when I was very young and
began to experiment writing poetry
in middle school. I am now most
interested in creative nonfiction and
short stories and try to write something everyday even if it is just a
paragraph. I am lucky to have found a great writing coach
and mentor who challenges and encourages me.
I spend the summer hours and most weekends during
school at two local hippotherapy barns where disabled children and adults ride in therapeutic programs. I also volunteer for a local homeless animal adoption organization and
a drug rehab center. I relax at the piano, playing my flute
and cooking. Writing my essay helped me to resolve my
feelings of shame in a positive way. My dream is to be able
to write creative nonfiction professionally. I hope to develop
and use that skill to make a difference and inspire others. "
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* Describe Them
If you asked me to

describe what family means in five
words, I would look at you and tell you you're crazy!. ..
But we all know, everything is possible.
So I would have to ask where you'd like me to start.
Honesty.
At times, when everything is going wrong,
Or your parents know you've done something wrong,
That's where honesty comes in.
It's that bond of...
Trustworthiness.
Like when you're in arguments with your best friend.
They'll always understand.
Or when you're about to collapse from all the stress in
your life.
They will always understand.
It's their way of expressing...
Respect.
Being okay when you want to live your own life.
Letting you make your own decisions, and supporting
you.
Believing in you.
Letting you live on your terms, to the best of your ability.
It's how they prove their...
Loyalty.
Having your back, with all the troubles you can't overcome alone.
Being there at 4 a.m. when everything's a mess.
Having that shoulder to cry on when you need it.
It's how they show...
Love.
What holds your family together.
How you guys cope with each other, through it all.
The realization you will always be there.
Knowing they will always love you.
Family.
It's all of these things.

-Amber Fay Kern, 12,
California. Herfamily heritage is
English, Scotish, Irish and Native American. She loves poetry
and has written over 100 poems.
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I Wish!

Noteworthy Youth Awarcl Entries! ......

Young boy in Jerusalem:
"I wish my wishes could come true."

On the Other Side of the Line

As I stare out onto the peaceful streets of early
morning, I wish it could always be that way.
But I know people will come and frown at the
people on the other side of the street and always
consider themselves better.
I know that once we stop thinking of others as less
the world will have so much more!
But not everyone knows that so all I can do is watch
and wish.
I wish I could walk to the other side of the street
and buy falafel on a plate with pita, humus, and sweet
baklava without being dragged back to the other side,
"Where you belong," they say.
I wish I did not have to sneak out to see all of my
Arab friends.
I wish we could be in the same school and learn
together both Arabic and Hebrew.

Humans feasting on luxurious foods,
With no worry about cost,
Riding on the animals they once feared the most.
With bickering eliminated,
No chaotic arguments,
That's how the people on the good side of the line live.
Blood splattering everywhere,
Lives being lost at the speed of the rapid gunfire that
Fills the night sky with the torturous music of death.
Buildings crumbling,
Innocent civilians being mauled by the abysmal rogues
populating the distorted land,
That's how the people on the bad side of the line live.
Borderline holding the two ends of the spectrum apart,
That's Earth. We're the line.
What I ask of you is this: We have the power,
The control over the two lands.
What are we going to do with it?

I wish it was all peace all the time everywhere.
Why do people have to want control of the country
that should be a place for all? It's greed that caused
this problem and generosity that could get us out of
it if anyone was willing to be.
Mom calls me to breakfast. There'll be fresh Challah.
As I take one last glance at the peaceful street, now
the sun is beginning to glare down hot, I wish it
could always be that way.
But I wish more than that, I wish that instead of
hurting each other we could help each other, one
unified group of peaceful people.

-Kelsey Harmatta, 12, J.1Iashington.

The Wise Oak
Let me stand near the oak tree
Let me sit near the wise tree.
I get my strength
By touching the wise oak tree.
I can spread my hands
But not as long as my oak.
I can stand still and strong
But not as strong and still as my oak.

-

Fredrik Mansfield, 12, J.1Iashington.

The Wind
The wind is sacred.
It is a quiet secret.
It blows, it trembles.
Stop listen: whoss whossI design the stormy seas,
I drift through the rain.
I flicker through faces,
I slither into the night,
I burst into light.
I spill into the desert,
I swallow soothing music,
I follow the child.
I rustle through trees,
I stroll through the calm
gentle park,
I rangle with time.

-Poem & art by Marisa 7imioka, 9, Hawaii.

-Rika Maramatsu, grade 3,]apanese-American, Florida.
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Noteworthy Youth Award Entry!

Across the Pacific

or the longest time I had the notion that
my uncle was an illustrious voyager. There
was never a year for my birthday when he did not
swing from the airport doors beset with caches of
presents, always presented with the highest honor
from a "heathen tribe-king in the tropics" or the
"Emperor of so-and-so himself." Once, when I
was four, he bestowed upon me a pearl necklace he
himself had "wrestled from the throat of a hanged
pirate." He had pointed to a wide gash on his
upper lip and described, to the horror of my Baba
and Mama, the decaying death-hold from whence
he had wrenched such a lustrous jewel. It was my
secret conviction that one day he intended for me
to clutch an eyeglass, by his side on a magnificent
galleon and many a day I spent, crouched under the
attic frame, mulling in this little pleasure.

F

Then on a day incensed of sweat and sweet
hongdou beans, I myself took voyage across a
watery Pacific. I took my first step, fresh from
China's shores, as a pale girl, hair damp from airsickness, stomach churning. All at once I found my
legs wavering atop the gray discolorations of the
airport pavement, in which there sprouted none of
Uncle's "knee-high grasses" nor hunters "who shot
down the stars." That night I sat desolately alone,
though my parents lay beside me, searching for
familiar Nanjing city incense in apartments where
even blinds clapped with an.exotic beat.
Years followed. Sharing kite flights at Lake
Elizabeth or setting milk-pans down for feral cats,
I learned the clicks and vowels of an American
tongue. In E.L.D. classrooms I enveloped myself in
the great odysseys to be taken, teasing words 'round
paper pages, even these English words that had
once hung limp with foreignism.
There was, in the rains of a land unfamiliar,
nothing of the wonderlands which will color goodintentioned tales between a kindly man and his
brother's young daughter. Many nights I dreamed
with an all-consuming ache for the voices of street
peddlers from the Nanjing streets. I dreamed I
believed once more in Uncle's journeys, in his great
claims of the soundless men with a thousand eyes
Page 14

who whispered of treasures deep in swampy caverns; yet felt merely a pain no blanket could dull.
Time flooded to and past; I passed evenings in
this America as well. There were nights when it got
dark, but I went walking among knee-high grasses
in Californian hills. Sometimes I found dandelions
the size of apples in the weeds.

It would be his 50th birthday; I would be thirteen. I would swing from airport doors laden with
bags of American jeans and wine, photo album~
and notebooks. We fanned ourselves on tataml
mats, legs crossed over my stories of eight years
which had passed; stories of duck ponds, ski trips
and of first dances which I enjoyed.
I realize now that it was in that room, rich with
words to which Uncle was now foreign, my hair
damp from a voyage 'cross seas, that we told for the
first time the stories of our lives, much with none
of the glory of great battles at the heart of the
Earth. And in sometimes messy lives, I found the
true loves and tears of life journeying between two
great worlds, my own memories of laughter before
American television sets, through bloodshot eyes
fingering a string of suddenly plastic pearl beads.
So at last, he tells me stories of Uncle, eyes wet
in smog of train dust, composing a pirate with tarstained teeth to win a smile from his young niece,
of Uncle, graying hair and a slight cough, thin
smile as he fingers a pearl necklace from a country
market-stand. He was an aging man who had never
stepped from the confines of our province, suddenly unsure in the presence of his American niece,
no longer an illustrious
voyager but in my mind
speaking of a past much
greater, a past in which
he too saw hopes and
fears wax and wane, in
which we braved seas of
life more immense than
the Pacific indeed...
-Cynthia Hua, 15,
California.
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Y(§)lIr Mind?

A choice that can make a big difference!

Feed Yard Cruelty*
Have you ever thought about where the beef
that you eat at the table and/or favorite fast food
place comes from? Well, here is some startling
news. There are places called feed-yards that house
thousands of cattle. The largest and most inhumane
ones that I have seen, have been in Texas. All yearround, the poor cattle either freeze in the winter
or cook in the summer. During the summer, the
temperatures can exceed 100° E, so the cattle often
die from extreme heat. Picture these hundreds of
cattle standing in this heat, the sun blazing all day
long; too many cattle in too small a place. They
have no choice but to stand in a thick layer of their
own degenerating dung, which creates even more
heat and methane gas, leaving an odor that can be
smelled from miles away.
They have no means of shelter. They have no
trees, and no pavilions for shade. Life consists of
nothing but existing in the sun and heat for days
and days. Until, of course, they get taken away in
trucks, in order to be slaughtered for the sake of
your hamburgers and steaks. Even at times, you can
see dead cows, the heat just too much for them,
killing them. Their carcasses lie on their sides,
stomachs bloated from the intense heat and their
legs sticking straight out. I mean, what kind of life
is that? Just so you can eat a greasy hamburger? So,
think of what these helpless animals go through in
order for you to be able to have that hunk of animal flesh on your plate.
However, if you think that you must eat beef,
and that you just can't live without it, then please
insist upon range-fed cattle. They, at least, have
lived semi-free and humane lives.
-Abbey Forbes, 16, New Mexico. Abbey adds,
"I've traveled with my parents all over the us. When we
pass cattle feed yards it disgusts me and makes me angry to
see how these poor cattle are treated. I wrote this essay to bring
to the attention ifpeople the poor conditions these animals are
forced to live in. They are helpless and it's up to us to make
sure they live in humane conditions while in our care. "

*A

Abstinence:
Many people hear the word abstinence and say,
"What is that?" Abstinence means declining bad choices such as sex before marriage, or the use of alcohol and
drugs. Abstinence is one's own choice; it is important to
protect your integrity, body, mind and heart from the
various consequences of negative choices.
Sure, no cure has been discovered yet for HIV/
AIDS and some other STOs (sexually transmitted diseases); however, there is a way to lower the spread of
such diseases. Only a few abstinence programs exist to
educate our youth that abstaining from unhealthy decisions is the right thing to do.
Our society has become so corrupted that having
sex at a young age has become an expectation. People
look down upon us teenagers because of all the bad
choices we make; however, who pressures us into these
choices? Society and the media impact how teens think,
feel and act. It is true that "sex sells." Advertisements,
magazines and television shows all incorporate sex into
their plots in order to attract an audience. Marriage is
portrayed as being negative and as a hold over from the
past, while sex is portrayed as something you can forget,
or something just for fun. Its original significance of
being a special gift that a husband and wife offer one
other has been diminished. The media portrays sex,
drugs and alcohol as healthy choices when in truth,
these options can prevent you from achieving your
goals and dreams.
Believe it or not, there is much more to life than
sex and drugs. If you yearn for a successful future,
now is the time to start making healthy choices. We
can change the horrid image society has about teens
through one action: abstinence.
Do you need support in making healthy choices?
You should join an abstinence program. Not only will
you learn about yourself through self-control, trust,
abstinence, responsibility and self-respect, but you will
create strong and encouraging relationships. Don't be
afraid to protect your right to a healthy life. With a little
inspiration and support, we can change ourselves and
little by little, we can make a difference in this world.
We can reach our highest potential through abstinence!

Noteworthy Entry for the 2008 Youth Awards.
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-Christine Fernandez, 17, Florida.
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The Pumpkin Patch
Behind the farmhouse,
N ext to the garden,
In front of the forest,
Along the path,
Amid the other pumpkins,
Near the squashes and gourds,
In the second column,
In the third row,
Surrounded by all the fall colors,
On this cool October morning,
With a cool breeze blowing briskly,
Amongst the falling leaves,
Very close to Halloween,
With its orange coloring and round shape,
The perfect pumpkin sat.

Two Children of Kabul
Two children
One city
A boy with plenty
A girl with naught
Two hands dripping with toys
Two caked with grime
Two sneakered feet cushioned by carpet
Two in sandals, bloodied by stones
Two eyes longing greedily more
Two eyes begging for compassion
A mansion
A shack
Two children
One city
Two worlds

-Iaylor Perz, 13, Pennsylvania.

-Cathy Wong, 12, New Jersey. Cathy adds, "Kabul
(Afghanistan) is experiencing a great turmoil due to war. ..
many if the city~ native children are homeless, orphaned and
starving, and they must turn to jobs such as trash-digging to
survive. At the same times, mstern foreigners stay in fancy
hotels or mansions and have plenty iffood to eat. JJ

Jamaica
Steamy, black air gently
blowing on my wet
cheekbones. Sultry palm trees
slapping me like wind.
I'm dropping down
the hill with steps made
of mud. The hazel-black
sky exploding, while stars
land in my eyes. Mosquitoes
tickle my bald ankles like
feathers. Locals, like mice,
walk with the sounds of
coins jingling off fingertips.
Voices sinking into
the silent sea
begging for more,
and more.
I'm still tumbling.
-Monique Smiley, 14, Oregon. Monique adds,
"My dad is Jamaican/African/Native American and my
mom is Austrian and Scottish which makes me mixed. JJ
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Yellow
Is the tiger's eye
glowing on a starry night.
Is the peridot shining like a shooting star from
the midnight August sky.
Is the Black Eyed Susan
sparkling in the noon sun.
Is the gold finch
glistening in the clear blue sky on
.
.
a spnng mornmg.
Is the mouth watering
yellow tomato ripe on the vine.
Is the fragrance of a ripe mango
sitting on the island
of my kitchen waiting to be eaten by Shreya.
Is the No.2 pencil underlining all the verbs
in writing a narrative assignment.
Is the yellow topaz smiling
on my mom's necklace.
Is the turmeric powder
brightening Lord Ganesha
during special service
at our temple.
Is the scent of the
sandalwood paste on a silver bowl in
Lord Ayappa and Sri Ganesha shrine.

Skipping Stones

-Shreya S. Rangarajan, 10, Maryland.
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*

Made in Thailand: Chiang Mais Sunday Market

E

*

very Sunday in Chiang Mai, Thailand, local
shopkeepers travel on foot, by car, by tuk-tuk,
by song tau and by just about every other means of
transportation imaginable to set up shops in and around
the old city wall and moat. Predominantly tourist-oriented, the market offers everything from bedspreads to
pirated television shows to extremely offensive T-shirts.
Many of the stalls near the beginning of the market
outside the old wall peddle different kinds of food,
such as strawberry smoothies, dark coffee, guava and
watermelon. Each type of merchandise or service can
generally be found in several places throughout the
bazaar. Behind the blackened, battered brick wall, dozens of wide, colorful umbrellas marking each stall line
the street. The sea of humans walking up and down the
street stretches farther than the eye can see. Groups of
camera-carrying Europeans cluster around small groups
of people sitting in the middle of the road singing karaoke. A small girl of about eight years, dressed in colorful garments and jangling jewelry, dances to traditional
tunes blaring from an old, crackly amplifier.

trucks with bench seats bolted into the
bed, whisk thirsty Aussies, Europeans
and other Westerners off to the many
bars and pubs located a short jaunt
away from the market. A lot of tourists who vacation in sunny, tropical locales feel the
need to wear flip-flops, straw hats and, well, not much
else. Chiang Mai's tourist population is no exception,
although they seem devoid of the painful-looking beetish countenance common in coastal resort towns, where
visitors from the West lie out in the sun all day and torch
their pale skin. Even at night, toasted tourists shine in all
their sun-dried glory, sometimes appearing to be covered
in melted glass. Still, getting one's hide tanned to such an
extent may not feel as bad as it looks, because every year
these rich foreigners keep coming back for more. At
the end of the day, although flooded with visitors from
across the globe, Chiang Mai's Sunday Market never fails
to remind that one is still deep in the heart ofAsia.

Other common objects for sale at the Sunday
bazaar include knock-offs of expensive clothing
and personal accessories, large collections of various
Buddhas and idols, wooden figures and dishes and
long strings of small, faux-paper Chinese-style lanterns
that twinkle at night and swing in the breeze. In the
underhanded underworld of the East, a place where
Nike becomes Mike and Adidas lands another "d" to
emerge as Addidas-crooks copy big-name Western
brands and sell their own versions at a fraction of the
cost, sometimes alongside the genuine article. These
cheap copy-cats can be found in street markets all over
Asia, including at Chiang Mai. The vendors also import
cashmere, known in Asia as pashmina, from India. People
of the Northern hill tribes maneuver their pickups and
elephants loaded up with hardwoods into town. Exotic
smells, foreign languages and a wide range of skin tones
flood the senses from every direction. In the day time,
the streets are choked with dust, the air is oppressive
and the sun is searing. Even as the sun sets and the
lights of the numerous buildings, street-side restaurants,
shops and street lamps blink on, the temperature lingers
in the high 80s to mid 90s.
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-Daniel Rose, 15, homeschooler, Malaysia.
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attended a graduation at a country school recently. Teachers and students spoke about the
experiences they had shared over the years. They shared fun stories,joyful ones, but also sad ones!

Then came the time when an author walked up to the speaker's podium that had a microphone
attached to its top. The speaker writes books about how it is when young people grow up.
To everyone's surprise, the speaker walked straight up to the microphone table. Before saying a word,
the speaker tried to lift the podium up, to see whether it was nailed down to the floor. Realizing it was
not attached to the floor, she picked up the podium with determination and turned it half way around
before setting it down again on the floor.
If the speaker had spoken into the microphone
with the podium the way it had been placed in
the room, she would have looked into the faces of
the audience. But now with the podium turned
around, she looked straight into the faces of the
graduating students.
The speaker addressed the graduates: "I came
to speak to you, the students, the graduates. I will
tell you my story, but before I do that, I would
surely appreciate it if you tell me some tales about
your school.
It did not take long for hands to go up, eagerly,
to share tales. A girl stood up to share, beaming:
"I want to tell you how come I came to this
school. It was summer vacation, and I was walking
by the river, which people here do a lot.
Ahead of me I saw two kids, about middle
school age, standing close together with a grownup. One of the kids was talking with great enthusiasm, and the adult listened carefully with full
attention to what the kid was saying.

Illustrated by Paula Gregovich, Oregon

I would never have believed that an adult would listen like that to a kid. I had never experienced that.
I always thought, 'A kid is to get yelled at.' I kept looking over, watching them. I walked fast and passed
them; I asked the student what school he went to.
You can believe I prepared my talk with my mother for a long time. Finally, I was ready. I told my
mother, 'I am only going to the school that this kid has gone to.'
It's the smartest thing I've ever done!
"Now, te11 me your story."

Send your questions or comments to:
Dear Hanna c/o Skipping Stones

Po. Box 3939, Eugene, OR 97403
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"My life is a poem in action." -Baba Amte (1905-2008)

Poetry Page

Starting Over

Mis Quince ADos

Born in Sudan
But my blood is Eritrean
At the age of three
I was wishing to be free
My country was at war
My family getting ready to leave everything behind
Being aimed at as a target
Not knowing where to go or where to hide
Holding on tight and not wanting to die
Innocent kids running
Their families either gone or dead
Shedding blood and tears
Yelling, screaming
Those were the sounds I heard
When people were dying and being harassed
Coming to "The Land of the Free"
Was awkward, a weird feeling in my body
New people, new clothes, new language, new area
Having to start all over from a different country
Having to go to school, where I didn't understand
the language
Everybody having friends except for me
Having nobody to talk to
I felt like I wasn't welcome in America

Today I turn 15 years old.
This birthday for me will be different
Than all the other birthdays
Today I'll turn into a lady.
My sister will give me

-Hiruy Tesfai, h.s. junior, came from Sudan, Washington.

* Ideas for Discussion:
Have you ever felt unwelcome in a new place? Mlhy do you
think Hiruy felt uncomfortable in America? Mlhat can citizens do to make new immigrants feel more at home in the
community? How can children if the world help create an
environment ifpeace in their communities?

Where Did the Summer Go?
The autumn wind blows down my street.
Brown leaves are on the ground.
I wonder where the summer went.
Those days of fun we won't forget.
-Kathleen Hardgrove, student, New Jersey.

La Ultima muneca

The last doll
Of my childhood
Dancing my childhood away
Through the night
Left right spin
Dress
Opening like an umbrella
Tonight for sure
I will be a lady.
-Angelica Perez, 13, Latina, fllinois.

The Potato Bug
Potato bug! Potato bug! Crunchy and gold!
Hiding in the shadows of the untold
What victim shall thee frighten,
And choose to enlighten?
In what corners shall thee lay
tempted to find thy prey?
Shall he be an ant?
Or possibly a plant?
And with a body, oh so rare
Dost thou have any hair?
And with one appearance
Would you cause any interference?

,.

. I
i

When a foot drops to kill
thou art still
Without beauty, most disagree
Did he who made the eagle make thee?
Potato bug! Potato bug!
Crunchy and gold!
Hiding in the shadows of the untold
What victim shall thee frighten,
And choose to enlighten?
-Jessica Robert, 15, California.
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Congratulations to our Twcnty Is A Charm Contcst winners for this issue!

It Woulcll\ulc
If I was really good at math
like really, really
like getting 120 on the test before the curve without studying, it would rule
if when I did get that 120 nobody would assume I spent the night before memorizing
the textbook every ,;'DO!? it would rule
if nobody assumed that I play ping pong or kung-fu or Starcraft or Warcraft or witchcraft and didn't just ignore that tiny slim little chance of me actually playing basketball.
maybe even being good at it.
it would so rule if
just because I would rather write a poem than go out to get hammered
just because I hate their gossip
just because they all judge me for what I look like instead of who I am
that Chin-Kee Hele can't plonounce his R's. Or worsethat I'm crazy just like that kid they saw on TV you know the one with the two guns
and the backwards hat and all those people oh god all he did was
write in that little book of hisyou know, it would really rule
like leally, leally
What Am I?
if I wasn't just
another Asian.
What am I?
A Muslim is who I am,
-Anthony Gouw, 16, Chinese
I'll live even after I die,
American, New }'ark. Anthony will
And won't drink alcohol or eat ham.
attend Duke beginning this fall.

SI\ipping Stones is Turning 10!
Twenty is a Charm! To celebrate our 20th
year, we're honoring 20 students for their multicultural or nature writing and artwork in our
Vol. 20 issues. The students will also get a set of
20 back issues, an award certificate and complimentary copy of the issue featuring their work!
Rules: Include a cover letter, parental permission, e-mail and your mailing address with entries.
Send your best creations by 20 Oct. 2008!
Art/Photos: 20 em x 20 em or 20" x 20"
Nonfiction/Opinion: 20 sentences
Short Stories: 20 words or 20 sentences
Poems: 20 words or 20 lines.
Send your entries to: Skipping Stones
Po. Box 3939, Eugene, OR 97403 USA

What am I?
A believer of Confucius is who I am,
Social order is what I live by,
Dishonoring elders is a shame.
What am I?
A Hindu is who I am,
I don't believe in good-bye,
Reincarnation rebirths me again.
What am I?
A Christian is who I am,
Jesus helps me from up high,
I want peace and no fame.
What am I?
The universe is who I am,
Islam, Confucianism, Hinduism, Christianity,
All these to me really mean the same!
-Qurat-ul-ain Gulamhussein, 14, New}'ark.

E-mail: editor@SkippingStones. org
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Growing up with Spiritual" Cultural Values
"Why do you Indians have so many gods?" "Why
do Hindus worship cows?" "Why don't you eat meat? I
don't think I could survive if! didn't!"
Because I live in a predominantly white community
in the United States, I am being constantly asked questions of this nature. A few years ago, I had no idea how
to answer. I felt embarrassed. All that changed, however,
because of a decision my parents made eight years ago.
"What? I have to get up at 7:00 AM every Sunday?
Just to go to a temple? Why?"
I could not believe what my parents had told me.
We were going to start attending a temple in Houston,
an hour away from where I live, so I could learn about
my Indian heritage. I protested and refused to go. I
insisted there was no point in learning about Hinduism
and Indian culture; we lived in America, not India, and
the knowledge would be useless. It would be so much
better to let me sleep in on Sunday mornings. However,
my parents prevailed, which is why I found myself sulking in the backseat of the car until we arrived at the
temple.
"How is coming here going to teach me anything?" I wondered, as I was led to the fourth grade
class. I wasn't expecting to learn anything, so of course,
I didn't. I tuned the teacher out, stared out the window
and counted down the minutes. At noon, I thankfully
escaped into the car and prayed that we would never go
again. Not only was I bored in class, but I was also lost
in a sea of people; everyone seemed to know everyone
except me. This, more than anything, increased my
reluctance to go.
A few months later, the temple decided to produce
a play as a fundraising event. Most of the kids in my
class were excited because they could sing and act and
were going to be in it. I couldn't do either, so I became
even more withdrawn. To keep me motivated, my mom
told me that she had signed me up to be in the temple
orchestra. This turned out to be the best thing that
could have happened to me. The orchestra provided
the music for the play, and I had to attend play practice
with many of my classmates. I began to make friends.
I enjoyed being in the orchestra and learning songs in
a different language. I started to listen and take part in
Sept. - Oct. 2008
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discussions. To my amazement, I found that I was even
starting to enjoy going to the temple!
Now, eight years later, attending the Chinmaya
Mission has become an important part of my life, one
I cannot do without. Not only has my knowledge and
understanding of my culture, my heritage and myself
grown in the last eight years, but one of my biggest
accomplishments also came from attending temple.
Over the summer, I compiled a book of 100 Indian
devotional songs, with musical notations, that I have
played in the orchestra. The temple's education director
saw it as a potential resource for students and teachers
and decided to publish it. Although having a published
book is an important personal accomplishment, I feel it
is more important as a contribution to sharing India's
cultural heritage with the people ofAmerica.
Going to the temple has allowed me to answer my
friends' questions confidently. Learning about my culture and religion has also enriched my life with values.
I have learned to accept differences in people, and this
has changed the way I see others and the world. Rather
than making fun of different traditions and customs, I
try to learn from these differences and respect everyone's culture. I have learned how to combine the best
of my Indian culture with my American upbringing,
which has made me the person I am today. I have learned
that it is not what you do, but
who you are that is important
in life. These values will remain
instilled in me as I grow up.
-Ruchi Turakhia, Texas.
Ruchi's book, Music is for
Everyone, was published by the
Chinmaya Mission if Houston.
((Not to know is bad; not to wish to know is worse."
-A proverb from Nigeria.
((Perfection is achieved, not when there is nothing more
to add, but when there is nothing lift to take out."
-Antoine de Saint-Exupery, author cifThe Little Prince.
((You can't have everything; where would you put it?"
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-Anonymous.
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CULWRAL COllAGE
Three Blessings from China Adopted

The Dramatic Bee Sting

Emily Rose Schaumberg, 11, wrote the book,
Three Blessings from China Adopted with her mom,
Rose Mary Schaumberg (AuthorHouse, ISBN: 978-14259-8073-3). It's the story of their family with three
adopted girls from China. Told from the point of view
Emily, the eldest daughter, it features a rhyme scheme
and fun illustrations. Emily tells us about what it's like
to grow up in her family and shows that even though
it came together in an unusual way, they're just like any
other family.

My family and I had gone to the carnival. We were
walking around when I spotted my favorite food: fried
dough. We ran over, bought it, and started eating it.
Greatly enjoying the delicious treat, I did not care nor
notice that the powder had brushed onto my face. I
felt something, but it wasn't the powder: it was the feel
of tiny feet. Then, my mom saw it: a black and yellow
bee, looking for goodies on my face. Suddenly, I felt the
.
slow and painful pinch of a needle flowing through my nerves, indicating to .: :::'.:.::/':':">';::"
my brain that I had lots of pain, and . . • •; .:
pushing water out of my eyes. I let ,.~,,':: ..'
':::':~:<:.:
a yelp out of my mouth.
":.: ~':'"
'. '. '''';':''~:
It felt like a needle was driven "::,,::':
:'::>::\:~'.: . "
through my face as the bee stuck its
. : :. ~: :. :....:; .

Emily was born in Yang Chun City located in
the People's Republic of China. Her sisters are Jessica,
8; Jennifer, 7; and Hannah, 9. Their mother, Rose,
works as a nurse practitioner in Illinois. Emily considers herself blessed with
many talents and hopes
to someday be a singer or
a school teacher. She is a
hard-working student. She
says, her proudest moment
was "when I was nominated student of the month at
Grand Ridge School."

Twenty Inspirational Women & Men
Who are your top 20 women and male role
models of the 20th Century? For example, do any of
these women and men rank high in your mind?:
Oprah Winfrey • Ruth Ginsburg • Aung San
Suu Kyi • Shakira Mubarak • Indira Gandhi •
Mother Teresa • Dalai Lama • Nelson Mandela •
Wangaari Mathai • Dr. King • Cesar Chavez •
Amma • Peace Pilgrim· J-K. Rawling • Angela
Merkel· Mahatma Gandhi· YOUR HERO!

For our 20th Anniversary Issue, we're creating an
Honor Roll if 20 Global People who have helped
shape the 21st Century. No matter where you live in
the world, tell us who your role models are. How do
they inspire you? Send by October 2, 2008!
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almost killer-like stinger into my cheek.
Then my mom, with all of her strength, whacked it off
of my face with a rush of adrenaline. It looked as if she
would take down anything that was in her way, in order
to kill that bee and get it away from me. I couldn't
do anything; I was vulnerable. My only option was to
quake and wail with pain while the centimeter thick of
pure piercing pain was still stuck inside my cheek. My
mom, filled with fear, ran faster than a lightning bolt: at
the speed of light, she went over to a paramedic who
could help fix our problem. To get his attention, she
shook him and twirled him around, afraid of what was
going to happen to me. The paramedic, being so quickly alerted, nearly fell to the floor in shock.
He told us what to do, and I spent the rest of the
day sitting on the couch with baking soda on my face.
Since that day, I haven't had fried dough once!

-Jason D. Messey, grade 5, Connecticut. Jason writes,
"I play fall soccer, winter basketball and instead if my usual
spring baseball, I am playing lacrosse now! I also go to Hebrew
School five hours a week to learn to read and speak Hebrew. I
will have my Bar Mitzvah in 2010.
JJ

"Do you have any relationship with nature;
with the birds, with a river? What is your relationship with the trees, with all the living things
that we call nature? Aren't we part of all that?"

Skipping Stones

-J. Krishnamurti, Philosopher (1895-1986).
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Hope Diamoncl

T

he baseball game at the boy's orphanage in
Djibouti City was almost rained out. There
was some thunder an hour prior to game time, and
although no rain ever materialized, it's worth mentioning because there is so little rain here that nothing gets rained out. Ever. Our group of five servicemen arrived shortly after 4 p.m. and was greeted by
the usual throng of 5-15 year old kids. Many were
proudly wearing the clothes and shoes we had collected from around camp and given to them the
week before. My favorites, Abdi, a 13 year-old with
a friendly smile and a rifle for an arm, and "Little
B," a six-year-old, who was too shy to tell me his
name but loved to throw the "Freez-bee" with me
between innings, met the car at the gate and ran
along side, waving at us through the windows, until we
reached the open area where we play ball.
Wasting no time, we started tossing a ball and getting warmed up. Abdi brought me the "best glove for
you, Tim, my friend" and started firing away. I'd alternate between throwing the ball with Abdi and playing
Frisbee with Little B. Little B would run to a point ten
yards away, hold the Frisbee up over his head and stand
smiling in the late afternoon sun, waiting for my attention. I would nod and motion for him to throw it, and,
like a spring uncoiling, he'd let it fly. Little B was a natural with the Frisbee. He caught the very first toss I had
thrown to him, instinctively clapping his hands together
and trapping the disk. When I come to play ball, all
the little kids gather around me and pantomime the
trick they want me to do, pretending to catch or throw
behind their back or between their legs. I thought one
little guy was trying to tell me I was "number 1" until
I realized he had seen me catch the disc by spinning it
on my finger and was trying to tell me to do it again by
simply holding up his index finger.
Though they haven't been playing baseball for very
long, this game was memorable for both the play on
the field and the farewell afterwards. Fakir hit his first
home run that day. If you want to see pure, unadulterated joy, come to Africa and watch an ll-year-old boy
run the bases trying to score his first home run. Forget
the trash and squalor that surround the dirt spot that is
their baseball diamond. Forget that Fakir has no family and, despite the valiant efforts of aid workers in
and around the orphanage, lives a desperate, day-toSept. - Oct. 2008

day existence that has little or no hope for the future.
Forget that for what Barry Bonds makes in one game,
you could feed, clothe and house Fakir for the rest
of his life. Remember his smile. Remember the mad
pumping of arms and legs as he hurls himself around
the bases. Remember the pink flip-flops, protection
from the glass and metal strewn about the field, which
have abandoned his feet in the midst of his crazed dash
around the .diamond. Remember his reception at home
plate, the jumping, hugging and cheering. The game
stopped for five minutes for a communal observance of
the baseball accomplishment. I'll never watch a World
Series victory celebration the same again.
We won, partly on the strength of Fakir's home
run, although nobody cares much for the score. I guess
with life as cruel as it can be for these boys, games are
played, not won or lost.
It was sad to see the kids' reaction to the news that
6' 6" Maj. Darryl Hurst, who had played every week of
his six-month deployment and provided the orphanage with many of the gloves and bats the kids use, was
rotating home and would not be able to play again.
As they choked back their tears, the boys assured the
Major that "if we come to big Texas, we come see Big
Darryl." The image of the boys wrapped in the Major's
sizable wingspan is one I will always cherish.
Leaving the orphanage at twilight and knowing I'll
be counting the days until we return, I'm never sure
if we're "winning their hearts and minds" or if they're
wmnmg ours.
- Maj. Timothy Grebos, if the Marine Corps Reserves,
is afather,freelancer and part-time adventurer. He loves to sail.
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Memories of our Sister School in Uganda

I

reach for a tempting,
ripe banana from
my school's cafeteria line,
and I am suddenly transported back to a steamy
February morning traveling from Kampala, the
Ugandan capital, to Fort
Portal, in the countryside.
In an overcrowded S.U.V,
I sit impatiently with my family and Bibian, our
guide, en route to Kasiisi Primary School. I have
traveled far to take this journey to our sister school.
It is a morning like no other, filled with anticipation and a bright jeweled sky brimming with
clouds of pearls, and sun reflected in pools of sweet
smelling rain puddles along the village main streets.
Outside my window, whizzing past, I spy a sturdy man and his bicycle, heavily laden like a pack
mule with bunches of the delectable fruit. Matooke,
a national food and a staple in Uganda is made
from this luscious plantain. Now, in my mind I am
bounding like a gazelle along the equator, toward
the place I have visited a hundred times before if
only in my imagination.
'

as our bleacher and is shaded by the awning of an
indigenous tree which has shaded many generations. Around me, cappella notes swirl toward the
open skies. I reach out to touch the palpable pride
resounding amidst the harmony of vocals that is
the national anthem.
"Oh Uganda! The land that feeds us, by sun and
fertile soil grown, for our own dear land, we shall
always stand, the Pearl ofAfrica's crown."
An instrument imitating shaken sand keeps
rhythm and soon the glorious morning punctuated
by hospitality comes to an end before I am ready.
The hourglass has emptied.
As ambassador, I offer my modest gifts, which
include letters, lined paper, puzzles, a suitcase full
of pencils, chalk, a football and sunflower seeds, the
symbol of my school. In exchange, just in a few
hours, I receive an unparalleled sum of knowledge
that will last a lifetime.
Lydia takes my face and turns it upward toward
her smile of a thousand suns. She knows each of
her 1,100 students by name and now I am counted
among them. "Your school and Kasiisi School
are sisters," she asserts with conviction. At that
moment, in my heart, I knew assuredly that we are
As we race towards our destination, I see a raintruly related. She knows each flower in her garden
bow of school children ahead. I marvel at the geraby name and I have found a place to call my own.
nium pink uniforms contrasting with brown trunks
Kasiisi School is a beautiful watercolor now in
and limbs, colliding at random to form a beautiful
bouquet of smiling faces. Some are dressed in deep my own garden of memories. My mind and soul
emerald and still others bright tangerine and blood have been enlightened and transformed, nourred, the colors of a Savannah sunset. Throngs of ished by the strong African sun as golden yelchildren burst onto the scene, appearing and disap- low as its fruit and hearts ablaze with a desire
pearing like an ever-changing kaleidoscope, as the for learning. Thoughts of sisterhood and a return
sun climbs to crown a hillside tea plantation, nearby. trip have already germinated within my place of
retreats. My garden awaits the renewal that comes
Our driver comes to an abrupt halt.
with a rain shower, to sigWaves of students dressed in the majestic
nal my return if only in
shade of sky are at moon tide, sprawled
my memory. And when it
across the magnificent grassy area, playing
comes, I will once again
soccer and racing against the clock. Then,
take my place among the
the start-of-school bell chimes, the tide
tall and proud sunflowrecedes and we all fall into our familiar
ers in Lydia's garden, in a
places in front of a veteran chalk board.
place I know as my Kasiisi.
Lydia, the acclaimed headmistress is
-Emmy J Wong, 12, (photo
a sturdy woman with declaration in her
taken at Kasiisi), Massachusetts.
voice. The wide expanse of ground serves
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Runfor~oy
Mimi Barbour of Canada was inspired to create
this story after her extensive visits to Africa.

TT eita is

unhappy and listless. For the last
~ew days all he has done is sit and clutch
the old soccer ball, his only possession. In the
straw covered "piute," he prays for a little breeze
through the open sides, but it doesn't happen.
He looks over the red, clay-like, sun-bleached
dirt and the graying weeds, and he waits. He
knows any day now the rains will come.
His keepers, people he is forced to live with
since he lost his own family, yell at him and force
him outside.
"Go and run, boy," they say, wanting their
space. "Play with the other children, don't hide
here."

In

Curled up like a lazy kitten, he tries to make his
thin, lanky body vanish, but it doesn't help. Swats on
his backside convince him to leave the spot. He takes
up the same position on the outer walls where the
shade not only keeps the sun from his body, but also
keeps him hidden. Limply, he settles like a mound of
old cloth.
Hearing his name called by the voice of the only
person who has ever shown him any respect or affection brings him instantly to his feet. His Madame, the
giver of the cherished ball has need of him. She is his
only experience of love. Sometimes she pats his head,
holds his hand and even hugs and kisses him hello.
For the small jobs he does for her there is always
water and food at her gate. He knows that her treats of
bread, jam, fruit and occasional cookies are what keep
him strong. Once, for a special occasion, she even gave
him a soda. He almost choked from drinking it so fast.
Afterwards, he spent so much time bragging about it
that the other boys in the village started to tease him
and call him Keita-Cola. He didn't care. They had
never tasted one, and he had.
He runs toward her voice and finds her at the edge
of the village. She is calling him to come and help her
take her dog for a walk. She has told him that she feels
very safe with him and Oma, her big black African dog.
Keita hides his fear of this huge monster, but the animal
senses it anyway. He stares at Keita, wearing a snarling
grin on his snout. Clearly a warning! Madame shushes
Sept. - Oct. 2008

her pet with a pat on his side and in an instant the animal changes from fierceness to loving silliness. Both boy
and dog have a shared affection for this woman, which
binds them as long as she is there.

It has been a long time since she's touched Keita,
he notices as she touches her dog. He knows why.
Everyone knows. The "Fotays," meaning white people,
dislike the smell of the African body. Why that is he
doesn't understand, but everyone knows it to be true.
Anyone who is hired to work with the Fotays, such
as a houseboy or guard, is made to shower before he can
start his work. All the white people have showers both
inside and outside of their houses. The outside showers,
of course, are built specially for "their boys."
The river is so far away that he cannot go there and
back without having his body become so sweaty that it
defeats the purpose. Using well water for anything but
the greatest necessities would bring him a beating. He
just goes about as everyone else in his village.
Keita's Madame hasn't hugged him for a very long
time and he yearns for her gentle embrace. Soon, when
the rains come, he knows he will be clean again.
Praise be to God! The very next day his wish is
granted. The rains are back. His joy is huge. Grinning,
brimming over with happiness, he strips off his tattered
faded shorts and his grubby torn T-shirt and he runs.
Naked, kicking the ball through the rain and feeling the mud oozing between his toes makes him laugh
out loud. Running, leaping, white teeth gleaming,
happy face raised to the heavens, water running down
his black, slick, now clean little body, the six-year-old
boy knows joy. Soon he'll be hugged again ... very soon!
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Somethin' Else Street
his own golden saxophone. When
the jazz mobile came we had front
row seats and that night I could
stay up until the wee hours of the
morning when the jazz mobile left
because I was with my family on
Somethin' Else Street.

My grandmother used to live
on Somethin' Else Street. Well,
to tell you the truth, that's not its
real name. That's the name I gave
her block, because truly it was
a fascinating block. It was really
called Sumpter Street, and it was
in Brooklyn, New York, where
my grandmother lived. She had
come from Georgia as a little girl
and lived in Newark, New Jersey,
and then in Brooklyn with my
mother, aunts and uncles. Back
then, I used to love to sit on my grandmother's
(whom I called Mama) fire escape. It was rusty
and I had to be careful where I sat, but I loved sitting on it, especially after dark. I could look up and
see the moon and the stars, and more importantly,
I could see and hear the voices of all the people
walking to and fro on Mama's Brooklyn street. It
was a sight to behold. It was indeed something else.
I saw the people dressed in all their finery, even
if it was just for an evening stroll. The men always
had on a hat that they tipped at women when they
went by and the women had on heels that went
clackity-clack all down the block on Somethin'
Else Street.
On Friday nights, in the summertime, there
would be a Limbo contest. where two people
would hold an old broom stick and you would try
to go under it as it got lower and lower to the beat
of Calypso music. The winner was crowned the
Limbo Queen (or King) of the block. Some people
were as limber as a rubber band and could go down
low to the ground. Some people, on the other
hand, just jumped over the broom stick knowing
there was no way they could go under it. There was
lots of belly-aching laughter on the nights we had
Limbo contests on Somethin' Else Street.
On Saturday nights the Jazz Mobile stopped
right in front of Mama's apartment building.
Musi~ians set up a stage with lots of instruments.
The saxophone was my favorite. My father had
one and played it on weekend mornings. He was
a jazz musician too and I loved to watch him play
Page 26

On Sunday mornings, there
were fresh baked pies on everyone's window ledge, cooling, and
Mama's Brooklyn street smelled
like a bakery. Peas had also been
snapped, chicken baked and potato
salad made so that a soul food feast could be eaten
after the Sunday morning church service. And
talking about church, it was always a hat parade
on Sunday on the way to church. Mama and her
friends wore fabulous hats. Hats with feathers, pill
box hats, hats adorned with glittery jewelry, or veils,
all in a rainbow of colors.-What a sight to behold
on Somethin' Else Street!
Things sure do change though. After Mama
died, and I became older, Somethin' Else Street
changed. Mama's tenement apartment eventually
got torn down and new buildings went up. People
dressed in jeans and sneakers instead of their finery
on an evening stroll. The jazz mobile stopped coming to her block, and its been years since I've heard
about anyone having a limbo contest, or seen fresh
baked pies on someone's window ledge, cooling
and scenting the air.
Still, with all these changes, I remember the
wonder of those days with Mama, my beloved
grandmother on Sumpter Street. They fill me with
awe and help me greet my days with smiles, for
I need only to close my eyes to feel that they are
only a breath away, right beside my heart. Isn't it
nice to know that even when
things are no more, memories
are with you forever.
Mama's street in Brooklyn
will always remain Somethin'
Else Street to me.
-Jeanine DeHoney, writer and
educator, Pennsylvania.
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Ask Nana Jean! ... About Biracial Identity

W

category for themselves. And in 2000,
for the first time, individuals could
pick more than one race.

hat race is presidential candidate Barack Obama?

Barack Obama, the child of a
Kenyan father and a white mother
from Kansas, is an example of the
many biracial, multiracial, multicultural, and multi-ethnic people who
are born and live in the United
States. As you can see from my photo,
my grandchildren are of varying
colors. When my husband, who is
white, and I were married in 1965,
he wrote me a poem about how our
family would have beige babies.

You might be surprised to learn
that only 2.4 percent of the population had reported two or more races
in 2000. Researchers have shown that
many more people have mixed racial
ancestry including some people who
identify themselves as white.

Two of our biracial children married people who
are also biracial (with one Mrican-American and one
white parent). Another generation of "beige babies!"
So, how do "beige babies" help us? They may be able
to identify with more than one group, and may be able
to bridge racial, cultural, or language differences. They
increase awareness for more mono-cultural communities of the multicultural nation and world in which we
live. They may even be able to share hair-care and fashion tips with their friends from different cultures.
Many people have asked our children and other
multiracial people "So, what are you anyway?" Each
person may have a different answer, based on his or
her own experiences. In this country, it used to be that
biracial people didn't get to identify that way, but were
assigned to the category that was not white. That concept, at least for individuals of mixed African ancestry,
was called the "one drop rule," as in: "One drop of
black blood made you black."
Nowadays, many people choose the race they want
to identify with or choose to celebrate their multiracial
heritage. Even the policies of. the official United States
census have reflected changing trends. The census has
collected data about race since the first census in 1790.
But the method of identifying race and the categories
used have changed over time. Until 1960, official census-takers decided which category to put somebody
into; and categories were assigned through a combination of direct interview and self-identification in 1960
and 1970. Since 1980, people have been able to select a
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There are many reasons why people may choose to identify with just
one group; perhaps to feel closer to
that community, to honor a particular
aspect of their heritage, or to influence policy decisions.
Some people may have selected only one race on the
census form because after years of following instructions to "check only one box," they didn't feel comfortable doing anything else.
However, that may be changing. People under the
age of 18 were more likely to report more than one
race in the 2000 census. Forty-one percent of people
who selected more than one race were under the age
of 18, while just 26 percent of the total population
were under age 18. Today, many kids have heroes who
have a multi-ethnic background, such as Barack Obama
and Tiger Woods. In addition to showing us a picture of
opportunity, hard work, or success in their fields, these
individuals can teach us about different cultures and
about the bridging role that multi-ethnic people can
play.
A wonderful children's book, "All the Colors of the
Earth" by Sheila Hamanaka (published by HarperCollins,
ISBN: 978-0- 688-11131-1) says it well:

Children come in all the colors of the earthThe roaring browns of bears and soaring eagles,
The whispering golds of late summer grasses,
And crackling russets offallen leaves,
The tinkling pinks of tiny seashells by the rumbling sea ...
Children come in all the colors of love,
In endless shades of you and me...
Children come in all the colors of the earth and sky and sea.
Here is to our wonderful, multi-hued country.
-Prof.Jean Maule, Oregon.
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Feel The Beat

T

he crowd was going wild-students, teachers and even the principal. With his heartbeat
racing and his smile radiating, Fred stood center stage,
stretched his arms wide, then clasped his hands behind
his back and bowed deeply. The dance performance
for the Diversity Day assembly had come to an end,
yet everyone in the auditorium was still swaying to the
beat. No doubt, his talent and grace made the dancing
look effortless, but putting on a show like this required
hard work and more. Fred Michael Beam and his dance
company, the Wild Zappers, were all deaf.
Fred has been dancing longer than he can even
remember. Around the age of three, he was spinning
and bouncing around to the music on television when
he abruptly stopped before the music did. His mother
knew instantly that something was wrong.
Before that, Fred had been in the hospital because
of consecutive cases of chicken pox and the mumps. The'
complications from having his tonsils removed led to his
hearing loss. His parents were outraged to say the least,
but were somewhat consoled when doctors said that
Fred could go to an oral school and learn to lip-read
and function as a "normal" child in a hearing world.
It seemed like a good idea at the time, but fitting in
wasn't Fred's idea of normalcy-at least not if it meant
changing who he was. At sixteen, he learned sign language at a church and started signing hymns at Sunday
School while the others sang. Finally, he had come to
know a language that allowed him to express himself
the way he felt most comfortable. Unfortunately, no
~aws had been made yet to require a sign language
mterpreter, who would have translated everything spoken into sign language and everything he signed into
spoken English. School was especially difficult. Not
many people think of being able to hear as a cultural
difference, but it is. Many hearing people aren't trying to be hurtful, but they sometimes take sound for
granted. Instead of facing the class while talking, Fred's
teacher would often talk to the class while writing on
the board. This experience was. like being in another
world, since Fred relied on lip reading and the help
of classmates to survive, being the only deaf person. It
became too much to bear and he was determined to go
to a college for the deaf.
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A few years later, he graduated from the National
Technical Institute for the Deaf (NTID), in Rochester,
New York. His debut in NTID's production of "The
Three Penny Opera," a play with both hearing and deaf
actors, propelled him into the spotlight and ignited the
passion he had found in Sunday School. Combined
with his love of dancing, Fred proved the many unbelievers wrong who warned him that acting was a profession for hearing people only. Fred, however, believed in
himself.
Now, Fred and the Wild Zappers travel the United
States and abroad on a mission to increase deaf awareness through the arts. The show they perform at elementary, middle and high schools, "Let's Sign and
Dance," entertains and informs. It involves dancing
and sing-signing to some of the most popular tunes
on the music charts and answers candid questions from
the students like, "When you drive, how do you know
to move for the ambulance to come by?" and "How
can you dance if you can't hear?" Their reply is always,
"Deaf people can do anything hearing people can do,
except hear." When driving, they use the rear and side
mirrors to see the flashing lights. When dancing, each
of them does something a little different. Some use an
eight-count in combination with drum beats, foot steps
or hand claps. Others add to that
and get those good vibrations by
pumping up the stereo volume so
they can feel the beat. By the end
of their show, you can feel it too.
-Danita L. Brooks of Maryland,
operates her business, "English and
Sign Language Masters, LLC. JJ
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Lifelong Friendship

'* Una amistad infinita

first met Ana Triay Munoz in Malaga, Spain. I
was studying abroad my third year of college and
had just arrived to the residencia where I would stay for
the next seven months. The Spanish words and expressions I had studied for years in preparation for this
moment were hard to find and I was feeling desperate.

I

A crowd of girls began to form around me. "c' Ie
llevo la maleta?JJ Ana asked. "Maleta. Maleta. 51 gracias," I
managed to answer as she took my suitcase. It occurred
to me that I hadn't met any other international students
yet. "iSolo hay estudiantes espanoles?JJ I asked her, fighting back the tears. "51, somos doscientos,JJ she replied.
I came under the assumption that I would live with
other international students learning Spanish, not that I
would be alone with two hundred Spaniards.
Before long, Ana began to refer to me as her sister, hermanita. She was very loyal and, at times, brutally
honest as she did her best to turn me into an espanola. If
anyone ever referred to me as a gringa, she took personal offense. We often went to her casa on the weekends
where she would expose me to Spanish traditions.
I will never forget our long conversations atop the
cool tile floors of the terraza in her Andalusian home.
On one occasion, I allowed Ana to dress me up in a traditional costume worn by Spanish girls (see below). I had
to pose sitting down because the dress was too short for
my 5'9" frame!
In time, I acquired another identity in a second
language and a way of life that I had grown to know
intimately. Accepting Ana's invitation to experience life
as a young Spanish woman made me feel less like an
outsider. Her understanding taught me the importance
of being a cultural ambassador. No matter how brief
a time we spend with someone from another culture,
we make an impact. We help
break down many barriers.
Last year, Ana called me
with the news that she would
be coming to the States. We
had kept in touch for over
five years, and I had visited
her quite a few times in Spain.
But this time, she would come
visit me! I gathered some of
her thoughts about her visit:

Ana: Pues tengo varias, la primera es que quiero practicar algo
de ingles, la segunda es que es un pais muy interesante, una
cultura muy diferente a la de aquI, 0 por 10 menos eso creemos.
TOdo el mundo habla maravillas de EEUU, y quiero ser yo la
que tambien hable maravillas de tu pais! La tercera razan por
la que voy es que ya van a hacer dos anos que tlO te veof!! Y
eso no puede ser.
Kathryn: What are your reasons for coming?
Ana: Well, I have a few. The first is that I want to practice English; secondly, it is a very interesting country
with a culture very different from ours here, at least
that's what we think. Everyone who visits the United
States says wonderful things about it and I want to join
them! Thirdly, I haven't seen you in almost two years!!
And that just can't be.
Katrin: ~ Cuales son algunas preguntas que tienes sobre la
cultura, la comida, la gente, etcetera?
Ana: Bueno la gente...pensamos que la gente es muy distinta
a la de aquI, pues desde mi forma de veros...pienso que sois
mas idealistas, muy liberales para algunas cosas pero conservadores para otras. El tema de la comida... bueno pues la verdad
es que no me han hablado muy bien de la comida de alIa,~
dicen que es comida basura (no te cifendas). Quiero conocer
los paisajes que veo en las peUculas. Quiero conocer gente y
tener esa sensacian de amistad infinita, creo que estoy viendo
demasiadas series americanas...
Kathryn: What are some questions you have about culture, food, people, etc.?
Ana: Well, we tend to think the people there are much
more different than us. I guess I see you as more idealistic, very liberal in some things but very conservative in
others. With regards to food ... well, no I haven't heard
very good things about your food, people say that it is
mostly junk food (no offense to you). I also want
to see the landscapes I have seen in the movies
and meet people who will become my "friends
forever"-I think I have been watching too many
American TV shows!!!
Katrin: c'Hay algo que te pone nerviosa?
Ana: En verdad todo el viaje en si, des de el avian,
ujJJJf. .. tantas horas ahl metida, que no se estrelle, que yo
me equivoque al hacer el trasbordo... , el idioma me asusta mucho, no tengo mucha soltura con el ingles y ademas
soy muy vergonzosa, tambien me da miedo el tema de
las armas alU, todo el mundo tiene una ... y por 10 que
sale Ultimamente en las noticias... me da mucho miedo.

Katrin: iCuales son tus razones
para venir?
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Kathryn: What are you nervous
about?
Ana: Truthfully? Everything!
From the flight, ugh ...so many
hours stuck in one spot, the fear
of crashing, missing the connecting flights ... and the language barrier also makes me
Ana & Kathryn on the
nervous since I haven't had much
practice using English and I get embarrassed easily. I
also worry about gun violence--it seems like everyone
owns a gun there... and from what I hear about on the
news lately... it frightens me.
Ana told me it was a unique opportunity for her to
learn and gain a valuable life experience. I didn't doubt
that the journey would allow her to confirm some preconceived notions and dismiss others, and I anticipated
with joy the new ideas she would form, the dreams
she would discover and the lifelong friends she would
make! Even I would have a few surprises along the way
and a chance to view my home country from a new
pair of eyes.
July came and went so quickly! It seemed like forever that I was waiting for her flight to arrive so that I
could give her a big welcome hug and then, just like
that, I was waving goodbye.
It was great fun to watch Ana soak in her new surroundings. She reminded me that trying to speak and
understand a new language all day long can be exhausting! Despite being immersed in a different language and
culture, Boston made for an easy transition. She found
the city life to be familiar to her native Spanish cities of
Madrid and Malaga: using the metro, being constantly
surrounded by cars, people and buildings. When we left
Boston for my small home town in Upstate New York,
the landscape changed drastically. We drove for many
hours through farmland. "70do es tan verde!" she kept
saying as she stared out at lush fields and green rolling
hills that stretched to the horizon (Southern Spain has
an arid landscape, receiving much less rainfall during
the summer months). Driving seven hours and never
leaving the state made Ana realize just how big the
country must be. Reading and hearing about it is one
thing, but experiencing it is another! For me, it didn't
seem like a big deal to travel hundreds. of miles to get
to a destination. I must admit that although I appreciate the grandeur of our geography, it is a beautiful thing
to hop on a train in Spain and be half way across the
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country in the same amount of
time it was taking us to drive part
way across the state!
Ana described her first evening in my small town with one
word: quiet. In fact, instead of
people, she was first greeted with
deer, lightning bugs, and crickets!
Empire State Building
It would never provide the same
urban distractions, but over the course of her stay Ana
grew accustomed to the peacefulness of small town
life. It was easy for her to find quiet moments to reflect
and relax as she walked about town or sat on the back
porch. She made friends with the people at the bank,
the post office and the local cafe .. "the local townspeople treated her with the care we often take for granted
after growing acquainted to life in a small, rural town.
Every weekend we drove to new places in the
Northeast where I had friends we could stay with...
Niagara Falls, the Adirondacks, Saratoga Springs,
Providence, Rhode Island and New York City. We
didn't travel during the week so she could take English
classes. Ana adored her teacher, Linda, who helped her
gain confidence. She even invited Ana to her home so
they could prepare la tortilla espanola and la ensalada rusa
(Ana's favorite Spanish dishes). They continue to keep
in touch through e-mails and Ana now takes English
lessons in Spain.
There were many experiences for Ana during her
visit that she considered significant: climbing a mountain; watching a baseball game; eating a hot dog; swimming in a cold, freshwater lake; making s'mores around
a bonfire; and trying pancakes and maple syrup.
Ana hadn't expected to find such diversity in landscape, people, culture and language, all in one state.
During our last trip to New York City, she once again
found herself speaking Spanish and using mass transit
in a faster paced environment surrounded by tall buildings, lights and the famous stores and restaurants she
recognized from movies. For Ana, however, the true
maravillas of her stay in the United States turned out
to be the people who welcomed her into their homes
and everyday lives.With them she found an unexpected
safety, open-mindedness and familiarity. Ana and I hope
that one day our own children will meet one another
and also discover the beauty in what is different. They
may even form what we have: una amistad infinita.
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On My Block: Stories and Paintings by Fifteen Artists,
edited by Dana Goldberg (Children's Book Press).
Fifteen artists contribute their art and words to this
anthology. The theme of the book is places that are
special 'to you and the artists respond with stories,
from parks, the bottom bunk of the bed to basements
and cinemas. The pictures are colorful and represent
each artist's unique style. The stories are short but
touching. All ages. ISBN: 978-0-89239-220-9.
The Secret of Priest's Grotto: A Holocaust Survival
Story by Peter Lane Taylor with Christos Nicola (KarBen). This is an incredible story of a family of Jewish
Ukrainians who survive the Holocaust by living in
underground caves. Their story is interwoven with
recent interviews from the survivors about their time
in hiding and an exploration of the caves over 60 years
later. Ages 10 and up. ISBN: 978-1-58013-260-2.
Iguana: Revista para ninos, Christianne Jacobs, ed.
A Spanish language magazine for Spanish-speaking
kids or anyone lea.rning the language. Offers a Latin
American worldview. Ages 7-12. (Iguanarevista.com).
Mei Ling in China City by Icy Smith, Illustr. by
Gayle Garner Roski (East M1est Discovery). This is a
story about one girl's experience living in China City,
in 1940s Los Angeles. The United States had been
involved in World War II for a year and Mei Ling's
friend had been sent to a Japanese internment camp.
The story follows Mei Ling as she tries to make sense
of the internment and the Sino-Japanese War happening in China. Ages 7-12. ISBN: 978-0-9701654-8-0.
Capoeira: Game! Dance! Martial Art! by George
Ancona (Lee & Low). Capoeira (kah-poo-AY-rah) is
a game that comes from Brazil and resembles playfighting. The goal is not to injure the other player, but
to act out what a fight might look like while keeping your white uniform clean. This book explores a
capoeira academy and includes photographs of youths
playing the game. All ages. ISBN: 978-1-58430-268-1.
D is for Drinking Gourd: An African American
Alphabet by Nancy I. Sanders, illustr. E. B. Lewis
(Sl~eping Bear). This is an alphabet book with a twist:
the letters relate to contributions and achievements
of African Americans throughout our nation's history. The pages are filled with beautiful artwork. Elem.
grades. ISBN: 978-1-58536-293-6.
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Ape by Martin Jenkins, Illustr. by Vicky White
(Candlewick). With outstanding illustrations and a conservationist slant, this book offers a glimpse of four rare
great apes. Ages 4 to 7. ISBN: 978-0-7636-3471-1.
The Charcoal Forest: How Fire Helps Animals and
Plants by Beth A. Peluso (Mountain Press). This book
explains the role forest fires play. The burnt trees allows
other species to grow, flourish and eventually bring the
forest back to life. Includes a list of species that rely on
burns to survive. Ages 6-11. ISBN: 978-087842532-7.
When Heaven Fell by Carolyn Marsden (Candlewick).
The only life Binh has ever known is living in a onebedroom house with her Vietnamese family, and being
torn with jealousy at all the other girls who can afford
to go to school. But when she finds out she has a
Vietnamese American aunt who's coming to visit, she
thinks she'll be living a charmed life from now on. She
must learn that assumptions of other cultures aren't
always true. Ages 9-13. ISBN: 978-0-7636-3715-8.
The Dragon Prince: Stories and Legends from Vietnam
by Thich Nhat Hanh (Parallax Press). This collection of
15 traditional, historical and also new folktales by the
famous Zen master transports us to old Vietnam. The
stories invoke themes such as cooperation, reconciliation, mindfulness and interconnectedness of all beings.
Ages 11 to 99. ISBN: 978-1-888375-74-9.
The Animal Dialogues: Uncommon Encounters in the
Wild by Craig Childs (Little, Brown & Co.). Craig is
one of the finest nature writers and he offers a dramatic, hair-raising tour of the hidden world of wild
animals and their habitats in North America. Readers
will be glued to these encounters of captivating beauty! Ages 12 and up. ISBN: 978-0-316-06632-7.
Best Editiorial Cartoons of the Year: 2008 Edition
edited by Charles Brooks (Pelican). This compilation of
the year's greatest political cartoons is clever and well
put together. Organized into categories such as "The
Iraq War" and "Crime," it offers hundreds of political
cartoons on many of the biggest and most controversial issues of 2008. Ages 9-99. ISBN: 978-1589805279.
Freedom Song: Young VOices and the Struggle for Civil
Rights by Mary C. Turck (Chicago Review Press) provides a fresh perspective on the civil rights movement.
It comes with a CD featuring Chicago Children's
Choir. Ages 9-15. ISBN: 978-1-55652-773-9.
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Noteworthy North.East.West.South.
Recently, we received this

Open Letter to Sen. Barack Obama

Dear Senator Barack Obama
I am writing you this public letter because your
election as President could change the course of history
in this country.Your recent letter about race encourages
so many of us who have been waiting since Dr. Martin
Luther King,Jr. for the opportunity to, once again, have
such a conversation on a national scale.
There are many in this country who would have us
believe that bringing up such delicate issues as race and
racism will only further inflame the fragile relationship
we already have or that race is no longer an issue. Still,
others would persuade us that to talk about this issue
is tantamount to either being unpatriotic or practicing reverse racism. I would propose that none of these
sentiments are true. What we have now is a "mirage"
when it comes to inclusion. We have come to think
that inclusion can be satisfied by simply celebrating or
acknowledging diversity; that having ethnic foods and
cultural dances will lull us into thinking that we have
done enough to bring about meaningful inclusion.
This type of"social inclusion" has neither the power to
create change nor to end discriminatory policies and
practices. Rather, it is one that promotes the notion that
simply being "aware" is enough or that one workshop
on race a year fulfills the quota for "diversity education."
I know, Senator, that you are aware of what I am alluding to and the anguish and the hopelessness that such
presumptions incite.
However, there is a solution. The only way such
notions can be exposed and responded to is to have
national town hall conversations, each entitled, "Walking
Each Other Home."These dialogues could have as their
goal, conversations about race based upon honest and
authentic exchanges that encourage curiosity, compassion and understanding. Let us declare these national
conversations in our churches and synagogues, in our
schools and in our workplaces!
Let us begin by our willingness to hear each other's
stories and experiences, not as a competition to determine who is right or wrong, but for the opportunity for
each of us to learn from each other. From there, perhaps
we can finally live up to our Constitution's bold prom.,.
ises and fulfill "The Dream" that Martin Luther King,
Jr. spoke of. Senator Obama, this is the type of change
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I can believe in. This is the type of change we can all
benefit from-for our children and for our ancestors
who sacrificed their lives so we could all live better
lives... one where each person's commonalities and differences are equally valued and honored.
Senator Obama, perhaps we can begin by walking
each other home.

-Lee Mun Wah, Master Diversity Trainer & Filmmaker.
He also leads race relations workshops around the country.

* U.S.A.,

A Multicultural Nation?

Anchorage: A federal court has ordered Alaska's
state and local elections officials to provide effective
language assistance to citizens who speak Yup'ik, the
primary language of a majority of voters in the Bethel
region of Alaska. The ruling came in a legal challenge
brought by the Native American Rights Fund and
the American Civil Liberties Union on behalf of four
Alaska Natives and four tribal governments.
Do you know who represented the u.S. at the
Beijing Olympics for the 1500 Meters race? Kenyanborn Bernard Lagat, Mexican-born Leonel Manzano
and Lopez Lonong, who came from Sudan, all naturalized citizens. No wonder, we're called the Nation of
Immigrants, the Land of Opportunities, the Melting
Pot and the Salad Bowl of Cultures. Many other U.S.
Olympic athletes come from diverse ethnic and cultural backgrounds such as African Americans, Polish
Americans, Italian Americans, Hawaiian Natives, Asian
Americans and Latin Americans.

*

Bravo! Swimmer Dara Torres, age 41, who

went to Beijing (her fifth!) Olympics to represent the
U.S., proved that with proper training, muscle exercises,
yoga, massage, rest and relaxation, and then more practice, it's possible to excel at sports, even as you get older.
She won against swimmers half her age at the trials!

* Lucky 8! The Beijing Olympics Opening
Ceremony was held at 8 P.M. on the 8th day of the 8th
month of 2008 because the Chinese consider 8 as an
auspicious number. The Chinese Olympic Team seems
to have the Lucky 8 charm with them in their quest for
a record number of Olympic Gold Medals. Thousands
of weddings took place in Beijing and elsewhere in
China on the 8th ofAugust for the same reason!
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The Income Ladder and Wealth Divide: A

Crash Course in Economics

According to the US Census Bureau's 2005 data, net
median income for white people is about $50,000 and for
black families, it's close to $30,000. Whereas the median net
worth of whites is $120,900, and that for blacks it is only
$17,100. The wealth implies total assets minus liabilities.

resource to the resource holder. Rather, wealth "accumulates" to the owner of the stock of assets as the value of the
assets appreciate. Furthermore, the assets do not need to be
productive. They may be speculative since an asset can be
anything that can be sold or liquidated in the market.

The Black-White wealth gap is far more indicative of
the effects of racism and is much more damaging to the
black community than the income gap. The wealth gap is
approximately 90%, while the income gap is around 12-18%.
The wealth gap is more indicative of racism because blacks
were not able to own land until the late 1860s, thus, whites
(especially males) have been able to accumulate, bequeath
and inherit land for hundreds of years longer.

The most common assets (and wealth) are houses, cars,
appliances, electronic equipment and jewelry. Other forms
of household wealth include art collections, precious metals,
heirlooms, antiques and luxury items, like boats and yachts.

Part of the current wealth gap is directly attributable to
slavery. Additionally, since the 1860s, blacks have been ghetto-ized and isolated on the least valuable real estate in virtually every region in the country. In the past, they were not
allowed to live in certain areas through discriminatory laws,
and even now are still subjected to red-lining (denial of loans
and insurance on their property) and targeted for higher interest rates than whites for the same level of risk. Both of these
claims are backed up by Federal Reserve Bank studies which
undertook the research to prove there was no discrimination
in banking, but were shocked to find that their own studies
showed that discriminatory practices do occur.

Assets and wealth can also generate a flow of income
separate from the market value (or price) of the asset itself.
For example, a share of a company stock has a value, say of
$89.00, and pays a dividend, say $0.05 per share.

A recent study reports that 60% of all of the foreclosed
sub-prime mortgages that are currently taking place are on
black-owned houses! (The study points that these borrowers
were actually targeted, knowing full well that they would, in
all likelihood, be unable to make the balloon payments.)
When the black community cannot save significant
amounts of wealth via real estate they are less able to afford
higher education and medical care, and are unable to
bequeath significant wealth to their children. Thus, low net
wealth contributes to lower educational achievement, lower
health indicators and generational perpetuation of poverty. It
also results in lower political clout, since more wealth brings
more political influence.
Since the early 1970s, one of the major trends in the
U.S. economy is the growing gap between the poorest and
richest sectors of the population.

Income is the flow of earnings paid for the employment of a resource. For example, wages and salaries are paid
for the employment of labor; interest and dividends are paid
for the employment of financial capital; and rent is paid for
the employment of real estate. Income can be "turned-off,"
like:; the flow of water from a faucet, when the resource is no
longer employed.
By contrast, wealth is a stock of owned assets. Wealth
does not "flow" as income does from the employer of a
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The most valuable sources of wealth are business assets;
such as business ownership, stocks and bonds, trademarks and
patents, factories and machinery, conunercial real estate and
natural resources (e.g. mines, forestland and water rights).

A person can have a high income and little or no
wealth, such as a professional, a doctor or lawyer, putting
her children through college and carrying a net debt. She
may earn $120,000 but spend $130,000. Similarly, a person
can have low income and still have wealth, such as a person
earning minimum wage who has inherited $100,000 in
stocks and decides to keep that for retirement rather than
cashing it out.

Income Inequality versus Wealth Inequality
Wealth is more important than income since it generates the ability to earn more income and thus additional
wealth. As it accumulates, it eventually implies economic
and even political power. Because the market rewards people
based upon the value of the assets they own, the more
wealth one accumulates, the less likely it is that one will fail
in the market economy. The less wealth one owns, the more
difficult it is to be successful in the market economy.
When the gap grows between those with higher
incomes and those with lower incomes, then there is a
growing gap between the rich and the poor. However, there
still remains some degree of mobility between income earners. Some income earners at the low end will have their
income rise over time and some at the high end will have
their incomes fall over time.
However, when the gap in wealth grows, those who
own more gain greater economic (and eventually political)
power, while those with less wealth lose economic influence
and with it, political relevance. Thus, an increasing wealth
gap is potentially far more damaging to a nation's economy,
democratic values and stability than an increasing income
gap. Of course, over a long period of time an increasing
income gap is likely to cause an increasing gap in wealth.
-Phil Martinez teaches economics at LAne Community College.
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Cienfuegos, La I\epublica DOlninicana
attracted hundreds of thousands of workers from the city
and the countryside. But now
that many factories are shutting down in the country, there
is a huge unemployed, largely uneducated workforce that
has to survive on what little is
available. For many, this means
the city and industrial garbage.

t's the smell that hits
you first. A stinking
rubber, noxious, chemical, rotten egg smell from which you
can't help but cough. Next,
it's the ash that lands on your
skin and the thick smoke that
clogs your nose. Looking up,
an open-air garbage dump
lines the horizon and seems
lIke a breathing, smoking
giant exhaling a black cloud
over the city of Santiago,
Dominican Republic.

I

I- first laid eyes on and

The dump is a health hazard of massive proportions
that causes deadly environmental problems as it pollutes
the air, the soil, and the water.
Located next to Santiago's
dwindling Free Trade Zone in the community
of Cienfuegos, it has now become the primary
resource for thousands of disenfranchised, poor
Dominicans who have been laid off by factories
moving to China. As a last resort for survival, sifting through the city's garbage has become the only
livelihood for them as it requires
little skill and no formal education. Among the many issues that
the dump represents is the vicious
cycle of poverty it perpetuates.
The Dominican Republic, a
developing country of about 10
million people, has been climbing the ladder of free market success by integrating many of the
economic policies the US recommends in the Central American
Free Trade Agreement, CAFTA.
This kind of industrialization and
free trade economic policy has had
a drastic effect- widening the gap
between the rich and the poor. The
Free Trade Zone in Santiago had
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smelled Santiago's refuse when
I visited Cienfuegos, about a 20
minute motorcycle ride from
the city center. As part of an
NGO team, I was helping to
organize sex education sessions
to teach children and teenagers about pregnancy, STDs and
HIV/AIDS.

Cienfuegos means" 100 fires," stemming from the
100 homes that had been lit afire in a nearby factory accident. Today, the name holds more meaning
than ever, as houses surround a dump that breathes
fire every day. Visually arresting, it is a filmmaker's
dream to document. Many of the problems can be
seen by the naked eye. The trash, the
filth, the thick smoke, the rot, the fires,
the smell, the bright red soil, the green~ black murky water-nature gone awry..
Some days later, upon revisiting the
community to teach more classes, I
investigated the area immediately surrounding the dump. A local health promoter introduced me to the locals, and
I started gathering information and
performing interviews.
Months later, "Cienfuegos: Living
from a Landfill" was born, a documentary focusing on the struggle of
buzos, the "trash divers," who live off
of the trash Santiago produces. The
buzos are a marginal population. They
live in a lawless place, where even the
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change. A film as a document is undeniably one of
the best witnesses you can obtain from a situation.
One of the reasons I decided to document this
particular issue is not just because it is heartbreaking but also because garbage recycling by destitute
people is a universal problem.
We live in a culture that produces disposable
goods and accommodates itself to the existence of
disposable people. Both developed and developing countries generate trash in massive quantities,
and as more nations become industrialized , the
planet runs into the conundrum of how to process
police are afraid to enter. Many do not hold a birth the waste. A large, unskilled and uneducated labor
certificate-something the government requires if force gets sequestered into desperate communities that will do anything
you are to attend school. Most of
r-------==----..".-..".-..".-------,
to survive. Living off of
the families aren't aware of how
other people's refuse is
important education is to their
one form of survival for a
children's future because they
short while. But having a
themselves do not know how
group of destitute people
to read or write-about 70% of
sifting through garbage is
Cienfuego's population is illiterate.
intolerable as a national
"How to stop this vicious
recycling strategy. No
cycle of poverty? ," I asked this
decent society can turn
question to a priest, a peace corps
a blind eye to these two
worker, a doctor, a TV journalist,
questions: Why are these
the mayor, and even the goverpeople doomed to do this
nor. Most of them did not have
miserable work? And why
an answer. The higher up I went,
do we have so much trash
the less aware of the reality on the
to begin with?
ground they were. The buzos are the forgotten ones,
-Isabelle Carbonell, filmmaker & photographer, lives
much like the trash they sift through to survive.
As a photographer and filmmaker, I have the
rare artistic advantage to actually reproduce a situation close to its reality. My words can do it justice,
but there is little I can say that can match being
there in person,
smelling the
junk; the next
best alternative
is to see photos
and film to get
a better sense of
the experience.

in Michigan. Contact: www.izaca.com;Isabelle@izaca.com.

Film-making is one of the
greatest tools for
Sept. - Oct. 2008
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Young Artists at the Na'au School, Hawaii.

nThe Sacn.d Mooa" by Cosey Onoye, 10.

D

Please Subscribe
Recycled Paper

(Also seepages 4-5).

nSweet A'eo Kisses My Dreams" by Shelby Ladra, 1

